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CIVIC CLUB OFFERS REWARD FOR INFOIN BRUTAL SLAYING OF TEENAGE GIRL
'More Than 50

Offers $50 Reward

Lt. Lee, Elks
Give $ Aid To Body Found
Sit-Inners
Under House

Ministers Say
'Want Freedom'
More than 50 Memphis ministers gathered at Universal Life Insurance company cafeteria recently to
throw their full support behind the Freedom Committee's "OPERATION BIG LIFT."
In an unprecedented show of solidarity, the ministers, one after another, rose

Forty nine students are now
The Binghampton Civic League informed the Tr,.
on Elks Scholarship roll for 196061. Among them are Ezzell A. State Defender this week that the club was
offering
Blair, Lonnie C. King, Kenneth
a
$50
reward
for
information
concerning
the
brutal
Frazier, Virginius Bray Thornton Ill, Mary Ann Smith and slaying of 17-year-old Irlean Yvonne Lofties of 3030
Edgar M. Young— sit in leaders Tillman Cove.
from North Carolina, Alabama,
to express their support of this for the Freedom Movement. Dr.
Georgia, Virginia and Tennessee Miss Lofties left home on the lives, said "the police are out
great project. Rev. H. C. Nabrit, Smith stated that the commitand also two African students morning of November 5 pre- here like flies, searching and
pastor of First Baptist Church tee members were not fooling
from Ghana, Rev. Matei Marg- sumably to pay a utilities bill. ferreting out every possible ^usHer fully clothed body was found pect."
Lauderdale, and chairman of themselves: they knew that this
wei and Addei A. Kwabana.
over
a month later on Dec. 8. League officials said they do.
Ike NAACP's Freedom Commit- or any other project of this
Scholarships were given to all
five of the children who served The girl had been struck across
e, served as the master of nature could not be successful
as plaintiffs in the original the head and stabbed several
ceremonies for the luncheon.
without the support of the minSupreme Court case. Spotts- times and her body stuffed unMr. Jesse H. isters and their congregations.
wood Bolling still remains on der a vacant house on Berry.
Turner, presi- Rev. Roy Love, pastor of Mt.
our roll, together with the nine hill rd. At press time the redent - elect of Nebo Baptist church, stated
Little Rock children.
port on whether the girl had
the NAACP,"I'm a citizen and I'm in it up
Lt. Geo, W. Lee, Grand Com- been molested had not been re.
made a financi- to my elbows, walk-in, sit-in or
missioner of Education in col- ceived by the sheriff's office.
al report to the stand-in, I'm ready."
laboration with Grand Exalted The popular teenager had
group. Mr. Tur- The ministers also made their
Ruler, Hobson R. Reynolds, been given $2.50 by her parents
n e r reported churches available for Thurs.
that more than ay night mass meetings. Rev. MOTHER HONORED — Mrs. t h a Centenary Methodist dren, six, to take part in the have launched a 6100,000 drive early on the morning of Nov.
to extend these scholarships, 5. When she was found she had
$20,000.00 h a a Kyles, Freedom
Committee Mabel Lee, second from right, church. Mrs. L e e, above sit-in demonstrations fight
been spent dur- chairman of the place commit- received an award from the shown receiving the award against bias. From left are to carry out the Elks Depart- nothing on her person, save her
ing the year, by tee is in charge of the arrange- Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity at from Rev. Eddie B. Curry of Rev. Curry, Thomas Perkins, ment of Education's program, clothes. The bill was never paid
t h e organize- menis for the weekly mass the frat's 54th anniversary Brownsville, Tenn., was honor- Atty. R. B. Sugarmon, guest which is, "If you integrate and her pocketbook was missRev. H. Nabrit tion. According meeting. Everyone is urged to program held last Sunday at ed for having the most chil- speaker. and Dr. T. W. North. them, the Elks will educate ing.
them."
cross. (Withers photo)
to Mr. Turner, the major por- attend these meetings when they
Irlean was described by her
REVIEWS SITUATION
been
of
has
money
this
tion
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
are held in your neighboihowd.
IRLEAN Y. LOFTIES
Lt. Lee in reviewing the situ- Lofties, as "an average teen-1
used for attorney fee's and the
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, pastor
said,
sit-ins
the
ation involving
payment of fines to secure the of Pentecostal Temple Church
age girl." One who liked to "atcided to donate the money as
"The manner An which young
release of jailed student sit-in 'of God In Christ. who could not
. the various high school an extra added incentive to
Negroes are niSw organizing in tend,
demonsti ators.
ibe present at ,he meeting bethe South reveals a purpose and sports events and dances and help solve the case. They are
cause of his church's annual
MADE APPEAL
a technique that cannot be etc."
hoping that et*Irsetvte momDr. Vasco Smith, NAACP vice convocation, was responsible for
withstood. The authorities have Mrs. Lofties said that her zations will join in the pledge
president, made a very urgent the gathering of this group of
filled the jailhouse and there daughter was "very talkative" and donate more to the reward
*veal to the group for support influential ministers.
have been near race riots, but and "made friends easily."
fund.
the fight for equality still goes Mrs. Lofties said she turned
"We've got to see that somein a missing person's report on
on.
thing is done about crimes like
that
think
didn't
the
the
they
comes
was
that
presidency
again
vice
and
Again
The
popher
jr.,
daughter
Smith,
A.
Sunday
Dr. Vasco
evening, this,"
said an official of the
ular dentist and one of the real only competitive race in the a person running for office question, "What is the driving Nov. 6. She said at first when
club.
"The
police may be doNegro?"
relation
a
new
permitted
be
should
this
NAA200
behind
Aproximately
power
Irlean
election.
didn't
back
come
against
home
fight
the
in
participants
Memphis bias against Negroes, CP members took advantage of on the election board. This was An answer is given, "it leaps Saturday evening or Sunday ing all they can but they can't
Mrs. Maxine from every bosom; it is spoken morning she thought at first do everything. We're hoping that
was swept into office of Vice the opportunity to vote for th,eir the case with
the officials in rich moving tones of grati- she had stayed at one of her the money will sharpen eyes
with
working
Smith
were
officers
President of the NAACP by an candidates and 29
Dr. Vasco tude and faith in a future out of friends' homes. Later that Sun- and ears to anything that should
husband,
her
while
elected.
overwhelming margin over 0.
winning which a democratic way of life day evening she got worried, be reported to the police."
and
running,
Smith
A.
Z. Evers, another vibrant civil Jesse H. Turner, bank execu- the vice president's seat. Some may come into being. It is spok- she said, and decided to phone
Sheriff's office is asking all
received
opposition
without
rights fighter, at last week's tive,
of the Evers backers said that en with pride in nude". lands the police.
persons with pertinent informapresidency.
the
take
to
votes
158
tand a love of country, which
Campaign leaders for the large sums came from Univer- NAACP election.
Other officers are Dr. Smith, this was wrong and didn't see amid the shock of a bitter and Irlean had attended Lester tion concerning the crime to call
United Negro College Fund in sal Life Insurance Company,
about.
come
have
high school in 1959 and quit Homicide Division, JA 7-1422,
could
it
how
162 votes to 20 for 0. Z. Evers,
ceaseless struggle against heavy
Memphis and Shelby County $1,000; LeMoyne faculty and
Edward B. Davis received 143 Another particular criticism uneven odds remains undisturb- school abruptly to have a baby. 1111111111111111111111,1111111111111111111111101011111111111111
Her child, Antoinette Michelle,
this week called on all Mem- staff, $800, and Dr. W. 0.
votes for second vice president; that several voters had against ed."
COPY DEADLINE
phians to contribute to she drive Speight, sr., $75.
Lorene Thomas received 151 the elections was the fact that That answer is, ASK HIS- is now 15 months old. Irlean
All columnists and writers
stopped
she
when
junior
a
was
which has been underway more The United Negro College
only
in
held
were
elections
Thomthe
ballots for secretary and
for the Tri-State Defender are
TORY!
returned.
never
She
school.
than two weeks.
as J. Willis received 151 votes one office and one location. Ask her and History replies:
Fund is a national fend-raising
urged to send in their copy and
The goal in the Memphis area agency for 33 member colleges.
Some of the people in the out- It is the power of God, who On examining Miss Lofties'
for treasurer.
curmis.icolumns at least 24 hours in
authorities
police
body
sum
The
$16,000.
is
this year
In the voting for the 24 lying areas of the city called arms every man and every ed that the girl had been hit advance for the issue of Dec.
of $2,000 was reported at the More than two million dollars
members of the executive com- in to say that they thought the race with the hope and the de- over the head and then, while 24 due to the Christmas holidistributand
annually
raised
is
ckoff meeting on Nov. 29,
mittee, Rev.-Atty. B. L. H000ks election should have been set sire to be free and the courage she was unconscious, stabbed days. The same rule and deadnd an additional $1,100 in cash ed among the 33 schools. Lemore to struggle even against odds to
line changes apply for the New
and Atty. A. W. Willis tied with up with various offices in
was received at the first report Moyne receives $33,000 a year
neighborhood. Sev- win freedom. These young sit- several times, once through the Year's edition of the Defender,
most votes with 149. Others than one
meeting on Dec. 6. A second from the fund.
just did in heroes are meeting the chal- heart. Police were still working Dec. 31.
elected were Jesse H. Bishop, eral persons said they
"way lenge to demonstrate that when on a motive at press time.
report meeting was scheduled Other colleges an universiget
to
time
have
not
to inwere held last Advertisers desiring
Lonnie
Browning,
Cobb,
W.
D.
and
week
ties in this area receiving monfor Tuesday of this
cross town" even though they they are contempuously Burial services
sert special advertising copy
cemeHill
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Dotson,
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0.
Crawford,
B.
W.
the third financial report will ey from the fund are Lane,
wanted to vote.
brushed aside, they will retaliissues are prompted to
tery as police stepped up the in these
George L. Holloway, Sue Ish,
be made in the faculty lounge Fisk and Knoxville in Tennescontact the Defender aL least
of the NAACP ate. They are meeting the chal- search for the girl's killer.
officers
New
William Johnson, S. B. Kyles
of LeMoyne college, Tuesday see; Philander-Smith in Arkaninstalled Sunday, Dec. lenge to prove that when many One member of the Bing- 5 days prior to the publication
H. T. Lockard, Wilhelmein Lock- Will be
yield to
night, Dec. 20.
sas; Tougaloo Southern Chrisof the issue.
Collins Chapel CME of the older leaders
SMITH AND TURNER
at
18
ard, W. F. Morgan, H. C. Nothey too, hampton Civic League, commupressure
reactionary
Magnolia elementary school, tian in Tougaloo, Miss.; Xavier
the
be
also
will
This
church.
family
Lofties
the
which
1111111111111101111111111111111111011010111111111111011111
Netters,
Osin
nity
Lorene
brit, J. L.
have the will, the determinaMiss Harry Mae Simons, prin- and Dillard in New Orleans,
born, William Parrish, Callie annual report meeting of the tion, and the capacity to inflict
cipal was the first city school. and Talladega and Tuskegee in
Stevens, R. B. Sugarmon, jr., NAACP. Meeting gets underway penalties politically and ecoto report, turning in $111. Other Alabama.
Allegro Turner, E J. Washing- at 3:45 p.m. Rev. D. S. Cun- nomically.
ton, Mildred Williams and An- ningham, pastor.
In the year ahead, we call for
niel L. Willis.
(Ste LT. LEE, Page 2)
In some areas a cry of "foul" LEMOYNE OUT DEC. 16
has arisen on the election pro- Christmas holidays at Leceedings. Some of the backers Moyne college begin Friday
Mr. Evers called the afternoon, Dec. 16, and continof
Tri-State Defender and said ue through Jan. 1.
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Henderson
College
Adds Library

The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP announced that its anHE JIM-{'ROW LAW
.segregation in Memphis and nual report meeting will be
11 M.
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There's a growing confusion ,Tennessee.
held Sunday, Dec. 18. The meetCollege
against Miles Memorial
the thinking of a lot:NO ANNOUNCEMENT
ing is scheduled for Collins GOOD GAME
of Memphis Negroes concern- They say there has been no Chapel C. M. E. church, 678 LeMoyne College defeated of Birmingham, Ala.
Henderson Business College
ing developments about Jim- announcement that the laws Washington at., at 3:45 p.m. Alabama State college of Mont- BIG SHOW
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the
of
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show
in
big
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crow
have been repealed or removed Everyone is invited to hear
frontiers of the 60's by having
Announcement of the deaeg• from the statute books. It is Gloster B. Current, of New gym. At the end of the game will be in West Memphis, Ark. added a library tc its physical
York. Mr. Current is the direc- the score board read 86-76 after Some of the top stars will apgregation of the buses. . .open- observed that it
may be possi- tor of Branches for the National a very good and exciting game. pear or stage in a presentation plant. Having made phenomenthe
mixed
to
auditorium
of
ing
al growth through the years
audiences. . removal of re- ble that the desegregation de- Association for the Advance- Taking the lead early in the of nothing but the best in en- the library is something extraheld tertainment.
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nation.
Headlining this big show will the country over. This facility
and Brooks Art Gallery.
half. Four be Mr. Showmanship himself— that has been added is well
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a
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to
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will
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also
of
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reuse of the public libraries
allow the jim-crow laws to die ports from the various commit- double figures for LeMoyne, singing Deep Down Inside and this size.
by Negroes. . .all have come in
comparatively rapid succession. from dis-use. . . .or become tee's of the local branch and with guard Donald Nelson lead- Cause I Love You, plus t h e When new innovations are
obsolete from being ignored .. . newly elected officers will be ing with 18 points.
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Drive-In Firm
Says Bias End fShow
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Get Safe Toys,
Shoppers Told

While many new industries
are springing up in the Midwest some in the multi-nollion
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — (UPI) roy Collins said.
dollar class, there is also a
— Better race relations cannot
At the same time, Collins
be "forced" by law suits and
b
boom in small business opensaid,
open aggressions and ings.
public demonstration, Gov. LeThese small businesses in
racial violence is inevitable as
some manufacturers. Perhaps
long as communities ignore the
Dr. Samuel L.
Andelman, shopper should keep in mind
some m an ufa cturere. Perhaps
racial problem.
the outstanding example is the
Chicago Health Commissioner, that older children are pleasCollins, whose moderate stand everpresent roadside hamburggave a double-barreled warning ed by things similar to those
on the race issue has brought er drive-in.
to parents shopping for 'Weir for grown-ups. Books, games,
him both praise and criticism,
Continued From Page 1)
But today's counterpart isn't
children's Christmas toys.
addressed the Anti-Defamation the
educational kits, clothes and
one-arm spot that used to
And as long as said laws re- League of B'nai B'rith which dot the countryside. Now they
First he emphasized 'he re- sports equipment.
presented
him
its Abess award are plush, streamlin
quirement that the toys
be Gifts such as
main on hand they will stand as
ed assemair rifles, guns,
for tolerance and concern for
safe, healthful and stimulating.
bly-line purveyors of millions
something of an ever-menacing human relations.
chemistry sets, dart games and
Second, with Christmas just electronic devices can
of tasty, grade-A favorite
be
shadow looming over and dark- He told the
group at a dinner American food item.
two weeks off, shoppers are dangerous, and should be used
ening whatever bright spots ceremony that "real progress in
urged to complete their list and with adult supervision.
Just in the past several
The
the Negro may have made in race relations depends much years, one of the
allow enough time to make firing of B. B. guns or air
most remarktheir selections. Frantic last rifles is not permitted in the
Memphis and Tennessee in the less on desegregation of a able small business booms in
school here or there or hi-racial
minute shopping will leave them City of Chicago except on auin Illinois has been the growth
direction of full citizenship.
eating at lunch counters than of
limp and exhausted - too tired thorized, licensed firing ranges.
the McDonald's drive-in
REPEAL LAWS
it
does
on meaningful changes chain, now
to enjoy fully the children's
established in every
Most toys today, the tools of
What these observers feel is in the hearts and minds of the major city
happiness on Christmas mornin the state. There
play, encourage the child's
people
of
a
communit
y."
that it will be more assuring to
are 42 units in the state ande
ing.
normal physical and personality
have the jim-crow laws repeal- "The antidote to intolerance seven more are under construe-IL
For "tiny tots," toys should development. This
includes
and bigotry and prejudice is tion. Total costs of these drivebe large enough so that they push, pull, and musical toys
ed than to have gains In citi- people,"
he declared.
,ins is $6,125,000.
swallowed.
can't be
Toys for tiny tots; as well as games,
zenship rights given on a pieceshould be durable, easy to keep books, sports equipment, and
meal, under the table manner
dean and, if possible, soft. education kits for the schoolas now seems to obtain.
Toys should not have sharp age child. However, every
edges, or small glass buttons Christmas shopper should bear
And maybe they do have
or removable parts that the in mind the age of the child DIMES COMMITTEE — ferest phase of the campaign Fields,
somethin
g there. As it is there
co-chairman of spechild might swallow, or put in for whom the gift is to be se. Members of the March of that kicked off this month.
cial gifts division; Robert is a great amount of uncertainty
Prices Good—Thursday, Friday, Saturday
his ear or nose.
lected, and also the child's spe- Dimes committee met recent- From left are C. W. Bynum, Blecken, co-chairman
and and confusion as to what may
In selecting gifts for school- cial interests, plus possible ly at the downtown head- national officer; Mrs. R Q. Mrs. S. B. Kyles, co-chair- happen. Say, a person of color
quarters to discuss the dif- Venison, Dr. J. E. Jordan, man of special gifts division. boards a bus. ...and accepting
age children, the Christmas hazards.
co-chairman; Mrs. W. M. (Withers photo)
bus desegregtion at face value
on the basis of what has been
put in the papers, he takes a
Ground While You Watch
seat in the front of the vehicle.
If he is on one line, he may ride
unmolested. If he is on another
line, and encounters a white
person who resents his sitting
up front, he may be arrested,
prosecuted and fined. . .just
so long as the jim-crow law is
on the books. . • .and some
hardboiled segregationist takes
a notion to insist that the law
WASHINGTON — (A N P) — to education.
dorsement to his plan for swift be applied.
President - elect John F. Ken- Powell, who was divorced last expansion of a government And that
may be assumed to
nedy last week recognized fiery week by his pianist wife Hazel program of free scholarships be the situation in all the other
Scott, has been under fire by for African and Asian students
areas in which there has been
New York Congressman A. southern Democrat
s who felt who want to study in this coun- a move
toward desegregation.
Clayton Powell as the chairman he should not be chairman of try.
A lot of Negro Memphians
of the powerful House commit- the committee though seniority
would like to see the situation
entitled him to it.
tee on labor and education.
clarified.
The recognition came in the Powell foes had pointed out
LACK FIGHTING SPIRIT
that he deserted the Demoform of a conference between
Maybe they should confer with
Grade A lg..
cratic ranks to support Eisenlocal officials and members of
the two men on how to expedite hower in 1956 and that certain
the
state
Legislature. For their
Kennedy's hope of r'aising the charges of misconduct includdilemma is
understandable.
federal minimum wage require- ing an unsettled income
tax
There are many Negroes who
ment and expanding federal aid evasion charge, made
him in- NEW YORK—Pi
cketing of the lack the fighting spirit of those
eligible.
world's
largest
department who engage in sit-ins. They are
However, one of the principal store,
R. H. Macy and company reluctant to become involved in
reasons is Powell's militancy in New
York was scheduled for violations of local and state
on civil rights issues and his Saturday, Dec. 4
by the Con- itatutes
even though such
insistence upon tying up key gress of
FISH, VEAL AND LAMB
Racial Equality laws are patently unjust, unContinued From Page 1)
legislative measures by insertfair, and contrary to the basic
(CORE).
FREE DELIVERY
massive assistnce in scholarship ing civil rights guarantees.
law of the United States, the
Per
It is expected that since Ken- The New York picketing was
Constituti
aid
on.
to these young heroes withGal.1
nedy has apparently recognized in support of Atlanta students
out laurel — to these young him as chairman of the commit- who were arrested while dem- Perhaps they are right to
conquerors without the jubila- tee, all opposition anticipated onstrating at Davison - Pax- voice concern about the existat the opening of Congress in son's, Macy's Atlanta outlet, ence of these laws, despite the
tions of conquest.
and in other Atlanta department fact that local officials seem
Dr. Martin Luther King, jr., January will dissolve.
and variety stores.
to have adopted a qiet policy
Powell reported that he and
in a letter to Lt. Lee gave high
Lonnie King, chairman of the of ignoring them.
the President-Elect decided to
Atlanta students, said: "We
praise to the Elks scholarship try to complete committe
Then gain it may just be
e acprogram, when he said, "I tion on the bills and send them think this support by CORE is that the Negro will gain more
wonderful. Our ranks are solid
desegregation by not aiming at
said to the Committee when the to the floor for a vote within in
Atlanta and with this supissue came up the following 30 to 60 days after Congress port from the North we shall the law. But adopting the attitude of several young sit-in
secure equal treatment."
words, "Although this will be convenes Jan. 3.
Kennedy said he and Powell
CORE
leaflets
distribut- participants. who said, "It does
something of an unusual re- had
a "good exchange of views" ed to the Christmas shoppers not matter to me about whether
quest to make to the Elks De- on the
legislation.
during the 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. there are jim-crow laws on the
partment of Education, my
Powell also said that Ken- rush period said: "You can help book or not. . . .our main aim
knowledge of George W. Lee's
nedy gave "100 per cent" en- end discrimination.
is to gain a break-through to
SO" Wide 84" 11395
sense of good will and committhe enjoyment of our rights as
ment to the Civil Rights strugLong. Lined
pr.
citizens. . . .after all, there are
gle convinces me that he will
Chrornspun.
obsolete
laws
govold,
of
lot
a
give a sympathetic ear."
Double Widths
erning how to hitch horses and
So you did just as I expected.
100" Wide
fmnvey
cows
city...
through
the
Again let me thank you for your
84" Long.
t
ening back to the horse-andPr.
cooperation and great concern
buggy
days.
.
.
has
.Nobody
Correct Length For
You have my prayers and best
bothered to have those old outMost Homes
wishes for your continued sucdated laws taken off the books.
loud. Nubby Texture. Colors White, Champagne, Tyrcess in all of the significant
URBANA, Ill. — University in this
categor:e Omitting They've simply ignored and forwork that you are doing.
of Illinois freshman enrollment California, in order of largest gotten them."
gains are more than double na- full-tme student !- nrollments:
In other words, these youngtional percentages in four of State University of New York, sters
are advising that local
fowls Seetem
five categories reported in College of City of New York, Negroes concern
Vacuum Bags Hose
themselves
sad Ports
and Parts
School and Society, national Minnesota, Illinois.
more with gaining more areas
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Ernest
education journal.
Fre*
In grand total enrollment —of desegregation, regardless of
C. Johnson, general manager
Illinois also outstripped na- full — and part-time students the taws designed
Serving
of the New York Central Railto keep them
Parking
tienal averages in total fresh- — Illinois is in sixth place.
You
In segregated. They apparently
road at Detroit, has been electOpen
man Increase and total allof grand totals institu- feel that the most important
Since '32 ed vice-president for the rail- student increase as just report- order
Nites
road at Chicago,
Alfred E. ed in the journal's 41st annual tions are: College of City of consideration is the temper of
Ney York, California, State the community which accepts
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507 Perlman, president, announced. enrollment survey.
University of New York, New increasing desegregation without
The
assignment will be effec- This shows
Radio end TV Tulfts Chocked, /Mr
freshman enroll- York University, Minnesota, bothering about
the formal retive Jan. 1, 1961.
ment up 11.4 per cent nation- Illinois.
Vs" Thick
moval of the laws.
Johnson succeeds Douglass wide. Illinois' increase is 19.6
Campbell, vice-president. who per cent.
recently was assigned respons- Tables indicate University of
ibility for the Central's public Illinois as fourth largest in the
relations and advertising de- nation in full-time enrollment,
partment with headquarters at with however, the big UniverNew York.
sity of California not reported

Dark Shadows

Klondyke Food Center
1287 Vollentine
BR 6-9509

December 15, 16, 17
Ground Beef
.3 lbs. 99`
Smoke Sausage
3 lbs. 11W
Coffee—Instant Luzianne6tnatAM
Hens 5-7 lbs.—Fully Dressed. lb. 39`
Turkeys 18-20 lbs.
39`
Neck Bones, Fresh & Meaty 6 lbs 99`
Pork Steaks
2 lbs. 7W
Frying Chickens. . .5 lbs. cut up '1"
—.—
XMASTREE—CANDIES— AND NUTS
—.—
Eggs, Colbert Pride
doz. 59`
Stew Beef U. S. Good....2 lbs. 79`
Rib Steaks
2 lbs. 91Ic
Sirloin, Round and
T Bone Steaks
lb. 79c

gay hawk
ma Jack
Serving Breakfast

Recognizes Adam
As Committee Chairman

Open 7:00 A.M. Every Morning IV
Dinner Served Daily
—*—
Delicious Plate Lunches
—*—
Desserts

ED
a

INI•

Sympathizers
Picket Macy

Plenty of Parking Space

685 So. Wellington

JA 6-9258

:Paint & Wallpaper$noo:
SAVE UP TO

Lt. Lee

L

Get Rea'y For hristmas
There Is Still Time
And On Easy Terms

H.A. CARROLL & co.:

;1 405 Monroe
—
JA 162:3t HERBERT STREW • WALTER STREULI •
i";
:••■•••Nossins••IN•s•e•R

TRAVERSE ROD FREE

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters

2.1 50

• Of I. Now
Largest

RR Elects New Vice
Prexy In Chicago

FLOOR COVERING
SPECIALS

t(wi
7Trit

Joh
ns on
•t4fi...,._
ii.,..
ail

MIDWAY

New

LIQUOR STORE
Shop For Your
Holiday Dining
Pleasure
Bourbon • Brandy
Liquor - Gin - Wine
Vodka
Buy by the case at a saving
Also Mixed Cases at
Case Prices. Quick and
Courteous Service

Tel. JA 6-9963
355 BEALE AVE.
40 YEARS
At The Same Address
Ladies Invited

VINYL TILE

Park

INTL FLOOR
COVERING

9"x9"

Cemetery

SAVE NOW

AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL

Special
9C

EA.

INLAID
LINOLEUM TILES
000 LOT
ASSORTED COLORS

The South's Most Beautiful CISMaltry
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

To $10,000

ss.

6" Wide
REMNANTS FOR
BATHS AND SMALL
AREAS. SPECIAL

b

SQ. YD.

95c

Room Size Rugs for
Bedrooms, Dens
Tweeds, Braids, Assorted
Colors. Pad Free—Some
With Foam Rubber,.

9".9"

9112
Extra

EACH

Special

325

WYIILLIAMS
NIF

SHAD

& AWNING CO

216 S. Pauline

Tel. BR 6-4431

New Social Security'
Laws Add To Service
•

Wk, Of Dec. 17-23, 1%0

NAACP Launches
Xmas Seal Drive 41,

Your social security is now benefits denied because you, or
better than ever. Because of the breadwinner
iss your family,
the 1960 amendments, coverage
hadn't
worked
long
enough unhas been extended, less work
under social security is needed der social security?
to qualify for benefits, and a 2 Have you delayed filing for
person no longer need be at disability insurance benefits be
least 50 years old to receive cause you are not yet 50 years
disability insurance benefits. old?
Joe W Eanes, district manag- 3 If you are a widow, were
er of the Memphis social se- you ever told that you couldn't
curity office, said today that qualify for benefits on your bus.
there have been large crovidit band's social secu•-:y account
in his office ever since the law because be died before 1940, or
was changed, and it stems no had not worked long enough unsign of letting up. "We welcome,der, social security?
everyone who thinks he might 4 Have you been told you
qualify under the new law," Mr. can't receive benefits on your
Eanes emphasized.
husband's account because you
Mr Eanes suggests that any• haven't yet been married to
one who answers one of the him for 3 years!
following questions "yes" eet
Read the questions carefully.
in touch with the Memphis so and if your answer to any one
cial security office as soon as! of them is "yes," get in touch
possible.
with your social security office
I Have you ever had your; right away. There may be good
application for social security' news for you.

4.
The Memphis Branch of the Wellington street, LeMoyne colNAACP, annual X-mas seal lege, 807 Walker avenue or
at
drive got under way last week. any Memphis, church. . .
Mrs.
Welhelmein
Lockard, The NAACP X-mas seal camwife of Atty. H. T. Lockard, paign, is a national project and
former NAACP president, has money raised will be used in
been appointed chairman of the the organization's
continual
drive.
fight for freedom and equal
The Seals are attractively . rights.
printed and are about the size
Mrs. Lockard urged everyof regular postage stamps and one to buy and use NAACP X.
are available in sheets of 100. mas cards and gift packages.
NAACP X•rnas seals sell for NAACP X-mas SEALS ARM
one cent each or $1.00 per AN INVESTMENT IN FREEsheet. They are available at DOM. Buy an duse them on alk•
NAACP headquarters, 236 So. I of your X-mas

Diahann Carrol Gets
Role In 'Paris Blues'

•

Students Must Be
Prepared Dean

PARIS — Diahann Carrel
who occupied a prominent role
in the film, "Porgy 'N Bess"
made in Hollywood last season
is to get another spotlighting
film wise.
The famous American singer
is cast for a part in the picture "Paris Blues" being filmed over here with Sidney Poitier in a top berth. Miss Car-

"Students of today must be Southern
Christian
college,
coronation ball Is staged in man), Miss Georgette Mc- Douthet (Miss Senior).
prepared to take advantage of Tougaloo, Miss., told a capacity LeMOYNE CLASS QUEENS
Eight—These attractive young la- Bruce Hall,
Friday night, Kinney
(Miss Sophomore),
new opportunities„" Dean Adeen LeMoyne beauties will
congregation
attending
the
anLeMoyne's
dies
will
Miss
be
in
Dec.
16.
Miss
right:
Left
to
Miss
Sadie
Collins (Miss
dison A. Branch of Tougaloo
nual LeMoyne Sunday observ- royal court when the colorful Jo Anne Ingram (Miss Fresh- Junior) and Miss Geraldine form a background for Miss
Florida Adams when she is
ance last Sunday morning in
crowned Miss LeMoyne by the
Second Congregational church.
out-going title-holder, Miss
The
speaker,
a former memHOME REMODELING
Ernestine Lee.
ber of the LeMoyne college
FIBRE GLASS
AWNINGS
faculty, paid tribute to students
CAR PORTS
SPECIAL
SPECIAL who are bringing about changAluminum Doors & Windows es in the South. but he chalNO MONEY DOWN
lenged them to start a new
FHA TERMS
movement that would raise
Call or Visit
/
Soft Lite Fibre Glass and Con- their level of excellence in acastruction Co., Inc. of Memphis demic standards.
By HEDRICK SMITH
phis case has not been heard. it, you're not operating a racialIn developing his subject,
WH 8-4079
UNION & COOPER
"Cutting
the
Rope,"
Dean
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (UP!) Judge Miller, as Judge Bryan ly discriminatory school sys- LAmAR & PENDLETON
1211 S. Parkway E.
Branch pointed out the high — Negro attorneys are explor- Simpson at Jacksonville, Fla.,
JACKSON & BELLEVUE
tem."
cost of operating private col- lug a new legal issue in
school in the Volusia county case, has County School Board Atty. PARK S. GETWELL
leges. He said tuition repres- desegregation suits in Florida rejected school board pleas that
SUMMER & HIGHLAND
DURHAM
ents only 48 percent of the and Tennessee —whether school the teacher facet of the Negro Shelton Luton argues that the &ELLEVUE & McLEMORE
STEEL FOLDING
BETTER
operational cost. The other systems must recially mix suits be dismissed without hear- Supreme court decisions apply QUINCE & WHITE STA. RD.
CHAIRS
Modern D•sLin
money must come from the teachers as well as students. ing.
only to students and go no
Handsome Appear
parent organization, usually a
ince Rutted Con
TIME
ANSWER
further.
struct/on.
V • r."
church body; the United Negro Thus, if federal Judge William MillerTO
Durable.
has given school board County attorneys also point out
Fund, special gifts and contri- Miller were to order the Daattorneys until Dec. 19 to file the words of Judge Leslie Darr
butions, and from the alumni. vidson county school system to
$‘350
answers to the Negro plea and in the Chattanooga ruling. Darr.
In reference to alumni giving. integrate its faculty and admin- has
aso and up
indicated he may give the in dismissing the Negro comistrative
personnel
case
in
a
he called en all graduates and
CONTACT US
pending here, it would be a issue probably its first full court plaint, said it was "a novel
students
at
to
give
former
least
,
FOR VOLUME PRICES
hearing, but he could still re, contention that students can as210 a year to their colleges. precedent-setting decision.
BERNATSKY BROS.
expertsject
the Negro
sert rights for teachers." The
That is the opinion of
win a, Slain St — la. s-assa
Accompanying Dean Branch
plea.i
lel•mobla. Toon,
argument is that teachers should With Coupon & $3 Additional Pu rcha se
At
Chattanooga
educaEscambla
and
developments
in
race
on
wife,
Memphis
was
his
Mrs.
to
Rose Branch. They were the bon at the race relations re- county, federal judges upheld bring the suit, not students.
guests of President and Mrs. porter at Vanderbilt and the the school hoard position and Even though no federal court
well-respected Southern Educa- dismissed the teacher issue has ordered faculty integrations,
Hollis F. Price of LeMoyne.
UNIFORMS
SERS report school systems in
Reporting service (SERS) without hearing.
tion
sponsorLeMoyne Sunday is
In the Davidson county case. eight states and Washington, D.
ed each year by the senior here.
attorneys for both sides go to C., have voluntarily integrated
class of the college. Seniors ap- NEW TO COURTS
original Supreme court their employes.
the
director,
Sarratt,
Reed
SERS
pearing in the order of service
"In some cases, there are Ne- Fair Oaks, Grade A Large
were Theodore F. Wells, presi- and Eugene Wyatt, editor of the decisions for their arguments.
(Limit 6 Doz.)
gro
teachers in schools with preRelations
Law
Race
Reporter,
Duquince
class;
the'
Avon
Negro Atty.
dent of
Williams
dominantly
white
classes,"
says
Parks, Carl Johnson and Ber- say the teacher-integration issue says that integration of teachtha Lee Bradford. The LeMoyne is new to the courts and no court ers and other school employes Sarratt. "This is true in BaltiDo:.
choir, under the direction has ruled on it after full hear- "comes within the tenor and in- more and Montgomery county,
Sarrett
Md."
mentions
also
tent of the Supreme court deof John Whittaker, rendered ings.
Missouri — including St. Louis,
cisions."
music for the observance. The
Sarratt reports that it has
Rev. John C. Mickle, is pastor cropped up only in five cases— High court rulings state "Ne- Oklahoma areas and Louisville, Gold Model or Pillsbury
163 &CALM STREET
Ky. and oddly enough Oak
with coupon &
of the church.
Escamhia and Volusia counties, groes are entitled to attend a Ridge, Tenn.
additional
, A coffee hour was held in Fla., and Memphis, Chattano- racially non - discriminatory
purchase
,
However,
states
in
five
that
the church's parish house fol- oga, and Davidson county school system," says Williams.
$9.00 PER MONTH
(Nashville), Tenn. The Mem- "If you segregate any part of have desegregated some classes,
lowing the services.
5-lb.
"public school facilities remain
Bag
segregated," SERS reports. The
five are Virginia, Florida, North
Carolina, Arkansas and Louis- Old Fashioned Hoop
Buys You A Fin*
ana.

COMPLETE

3

DEFENDER

Courts May Rule On
Teacher Integration

rol who came to Europe for concert tour is also lined up for
several ABC television per.
formances while over here.
The
largest
encyclopedia
ever compiled was one of 11,095
manuscript volumes by 2,000
Chinese scholars in 1403-1408.
Three hundred and 70 volumes
still survive. — (UPI).

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities.

FOOD FOR LESS

Prices In This Ad Good Thurs., Fri. & Sat., Dec. 15, 16, 11

Risco LI!

$875

EGGS

'155.

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)

Of All Now Furnituris
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES

Open 9 'Ti? 9
Free Delivery
FURNITURE BY

FLEMING
S74 PARK

FA 4-3767

Georgia U. May Admit
Negro Coed Next Fall NEW

DAISY

ATLANTA — (AN?) — This ner said.
cepted for the winter quarter.
But Danner said another Ne- He said the university had a
statt which has promised an all
gro seeking admission, 19 year
STARTS SATURDAY!
policy of accepting as new stuout fight against compliance'
old Hamilton E. Holmes of Atdents
at the winter quarter only
with the six year old Supreme lanta, had been rejected "on
6 BIG DAYS! 6
Court school decision was on the the basis of his ecord and in- transfers from the state's junthreshhold of integration last terview."
Tly ranovate secrets
ior colleges and probationary
a a part-unte WMft
week.
The registrar did not amplify! students.
Miss Charlayne Hunter has on the reasons for the rejection.' The registrar added that
there
been ruled tentatively eligible to The attorney for the two stuis
a
shortag
of
dormitory
space
enter the lily-white University dents, Donald L. Hopewell of Atof Georgia next fall.
lanta, said he would ask U. S. for women. All Women under,
Se pooch le GIVE
Miss Hunter, 18, will be eligi- Judge W. A. Bootle to order the 23 years old must live on camfoe a" volWfdled tOVE.
ble as a transfer student in the pair enrolled for the winter pus, he explained.
"I *km (0 MU% • satu
fall if her record for the re- quarter beginning next January.
mainder of this school year is Danner listed several reasons Many white students, includ—PLUS 2nd HIT—
good, registrar Walter N. Dan- why Miss Hunter was not ac- ing both females and male jun-- ior college transfers, already
have been rejected for the forth, coming quarter, Danner said.
In addition, the registrar said
that since Miss Hunter is presently attending a college on
the semester system, she would
lose all "redit for this fall's
work if she transfers before the
semester is over.

BRIGITTE BAROUT
'FEMALE FLESH

Win A MAGNAVOX!
Stereophonic High Fidelity

NOTHING TO BUY!
JUST COME IN
AND REGISTER!
FEATURES:

Magnavos
Symphonette

Mahogany

$139.50

Available also in
Maple,American Walnut
or Danish Walnut

• Stereo Amplifiers
• Tone Control
• Balance Control
• 2-8" Speakers with
• Coaxial Tweeters
• Diamond Sapphire Stylus

dr

on
APPLIANCES.mc.

6111111S

$14950
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

NEGRO FIGHTS
POVERTY TO
BECOME PHYSICIAN!
"I want to be a doctor. I am going to be one!" These were t h e
words of a teen-age Negro boy — penniless, heartsick, yet determined. Eleven years later, this same boy—then Captain Matthew
Page, USAF Medical Corps — received the coveted Air Force Commendation Medal. What powerful force drove him to become a doctor? How did he overcome staggering obstacles?
In this week's Saturday Evening Post, Hodding Carter (Editor, Delta
Democrat-Times) reveals Matthew Page's incredible story. You'll
learn why Dr Page_ came back home to Greenville, Mississippi, to
start his practice—in spite of other tempting offers. And you'll find
out how he's doing now, what he wants for the future. Be sure to
read "The Long Journey Home of Matthew Page" — in this week's
Post.
Keep Posted — read The Saturday Evening Post

We Have Two Stereo Listening Rooms
Bring Your Favorite Records Or Hear Ours

I he

...ttittrl.ts t.settittg

o 760 Union Ave., JA 7-2631— 2268 Park Ave., FA 34501 POST
A CURTIS MAGAIINE

•

t.

Get

hours of fiction,
fact and fun in The
Saturday Evening Post
Get your copy today!

FLOUR
CHEESE

Lb

3
57c
39c
49c

SHORTENING
3-11)
can

CRISCO

ONE COUPON Psi CUSTOMER

11,
4
4
is
4

Yocti atie
GOLD MEDAL OR
PILLSBURY
Plain or Self-Rising

FLOUR

"b.
bag

coupon and additional
purchase. Void after
Sat., Dec. 17

with

BLUE PLATE

MAYONNAISE

str:.

with coupon and $3
additional purchas•
Void after
Sat., Dec. 17

Quart

49.,

EVERGOOD
HICKORY SMOKED

HAMS
39,

Shank
Portion

Lb.
Swift Premium

BOLO G NA suLebe.d 37
Juicy Texas

ORANGES
Sweet Potatoes
All Gold Variety

to

33c
2.
2Lbs 19c
by the
piece

EACH

NolLa
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dered through darkness for this
many years these men knew
that a brighter day was ahead
and Immediately- ahead. This
must be true for each of us.
REACH FOR THINGS
The thing that stands out foremost for wise men is wrapped
up in the fact tibia they reach
out for those things of lasting
value. This has been the point
of activity for wise men of all
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Whl
ages. The wise men of our day and
red-robed Ku Klux Klan.
and time must too rise up and men
picketed a downtown post
give vent to the best that is
"Behold, there came Wise an appreciation for the better
in them. These.wise men of old office and the offices of the Atmen from the East!" Matt. Z:l. things of life.
represented a minority group. lanta Journal and Constitution
Historically wise men have TIMES CHANGED
Men who have wanted to do and handed out leaflets attack-.
always sought Jesus! Centuries Suddenly one night the signs right have historically been in ing integration.
prior to this time meg have been of the times changed. A new the smaller group. To such
a Grand Dragon Calvin F.
looking for the coming of Jesus. star speared qn the horizon. group of people Jesus said, Byrd said
four klansmen were
The history of the Jews like Unrest came about in the hearts "Ye are the salt of the earth!" picketing
the Atlanta newspathat of all other minorities was of these men. Something urged The wise men of this century pers
because the
patiled with frustrations and un- them to go to Jerusalem to be- are actually the salt of the pers
have "lambasted us so
realized dreams. Not only is hold a new sight. Behind their earth. These are the men .
who bad." Other KKK members
this true of groups but also of greater knowledge there was are going to act on the highest handed
out literature, signed
individuals.
something that beckoned them level, think on the highest level, "U.
S. Klan KKK." attacking
To be able to withstand all to seek a better way of life. and labor on the highest level. the papers
for failing to report
of the ordeals confronted by So it must be with each of us Our places of importance a Negro
meeting discussing
each of us we must fortify our- a pivot around which we move must be engulfed with a desire
non
desegregation
violent
selves. The tragic thing about to make us reach Out for some- on the part of each of us to
methods.
such fortification many of us thing better.
want to live on the highest levhave fortified ourselves in the The wise men who sought el. Only to the extent that we Klansmen also paraded in
wrong areas. The Bible holds Jesus were not necessarily men are willing to use those posi- front of the new post office, apreference to these Wise men of letters but they were moti- tions given us by God to glorify parently because Negro stuwho sought Jesus — not only vated from a higher feeling Him will we justify occupying dents had used the area for
were these men fortified intel- within to want to find Jesus. these places. Each one of us gathering place.
lectually but they were also This has been the history of must accept our places with Klansmen started picketing
fortified that they were in quest men down through the ages. It responsibilities of serving to in downtown Atlanta several
of the highest values of life has not been the men of letters our best abilities. Anything weeks ago when Negro students
This is a point of basic weak- who sought Jesus but rather short of this will never justify resumed sit-in demonstrations
ness of much of our activity those who had deep-seated in- our occupying these places.
at a local department store.
today.
ner urges that enabled them to The great challenge of our
Behind all of our intellectual rise up to the highest of their day is wrapped on in the fact
gains must be an inner urge day and time. There must be that we as wise men must rise
that makes us want to be as- something within each of us up take the places of wise men
You cannot antagonise and
sociated with the best. Here that will enable us at all times throughout the ages. Nothing Influence at the same time.
we see these men who have to be the best of which we are shorter will ever
make our
—(.1. S. Knox)
spent most time on the hill- capable.
world better. We must join that
sides discussing the leading is- The men who have made the great :loard of wise men to
sues of their day also gaining greatest contributions of their point men not only to a new
a spiritual and moral maturity day have been those men who star but also to a New Savior ness. This is the great challenge
that enabled them to gain a have envisioned the highest pos- who will give to this world a of the Wise Men of the Twenkeen insight that would devPlop sibilities of men. Having wan- new sense of peace and happi- tieth Century.

Klansmen
Picket
Papers

DEFENDER
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"More things are wrought by
Music will be furnished by
prayer than this world dreams these guest churches.
..
of. Wherefore let thy voice Greater
Harvest Baptist church
rise like a fountain night and Union Baptist
church, Walker
day." . . . Tennyson.
Memorial Christian
church,
These were the words so New
Friendship Baptist church,
wisely placed on the programs Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church on
which were handed many a Kentucky.
Shiloh B a p ti s t
family as they gathered for church.
Homecoming Day at the Mt. This spotliehting
event is beMoriah Baptist church on Car- ing sponsored
by the J. W.
nes, two Sundays ago.
West Chorus.
There was a sermon, most
Mrs. Charlene Mobley is the
. . by the pastor, Rev. chairman. The president
of the
R. W. Norsworthy.
Chorus is Mrs. Earnestine
There were two solo presen- Haves.
tations by Mrs. Madelle Smith
Rev. J. W. West is pastor of
and Mrs. Juanita R. Green ... this stately
sanctuary located
beautiful indeed.
at 1264 Florida St.
There was a greeting by Em- The peiblic is invited.
GUEST SPEAKER — Mrs. El- eryn E. Neely, a sophomore at
crick Clark. . . warm and sin- NEW T'I'LER AME
cere and of a pleasing length. For the fourth time the ami- nora J. Neely was the guest Douglass high school. Mrs.
And. . . there were these able and dynamic Rev. Rob- speaker at the First Baptist Neely is a business woman, a
families worshipping "togeth- ert L. McRae has been re-as- church banquet in Helena, beautician and an active memer" . . . the teal reason for signed to the New Tyler AME Ark., recently. She was accom- ber of the St. Paul Baptist
this occasion. . . The John church. , . and each time a panied by her son, Prof. Jesse church. Her subject was "How
Joluisons, Clarence Greenes, delightful and sincere welcome E. Neely, who rendered two To Face Reality." She was givnumbers. His
accompanist en a warm reception. (Withers
Leonard Smiths, Preston Mar- has awaited him.
shells, Ed Smiths, Percy Jon- Plans are in the making, was his youngest sister, Kalb- photo)
es, Lawson Matthews, Thomas presently, for the early mornArrnfields, Rudolph Johnsons, ing Christmas service at 5.
Lonnie Harises, John Starks, Breakfast will be served at the
Charles Joneses, Phillip Smiths church immediately following
Fred Rooks, David Aceys and the worship.
the Jessie Wilburns.
On Christmas, baskets will be
distributed to the needy.
WALKER MEMORIAL
The Walker Memorial Chris- SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
The Parish Hall of the Sectian church under the divine
leadership of Elder G. A. Ev- ond Congregational church. . .
Saturday, Feb. 4, 1961, the audience. Because of the nature
ans take pride, this week, in wherein the Women's FellowBishop's Players will be pre- of their plays they prefer actsaluting the men and ushers ship held its Annual Bazaar. ..
for such outstanding service was a scene of beauty display- sented by Sigma Gamma Rho ing in churches.
ed with unique ideas and a sorority in the sanctuary of the Tickets can be obtained from
for this year.
The men are working now to blending of a variety of colors. Metropolitan Baptist church. any member of the Sorority.
complete Fellowship Hall. After There buying. • . admiring They will bring to the cultural Mrs. Mary Brooks is president
their regular days work, they and just plain enjoying the minded people of Memphis of the Sorority; Mrs. Rubye
come and put in numerous warm atmosphere were Mrs. Christopher Frye's "THE BOY Porter is ticket chairman; Mrs.
hours trying to complete this M. J. Mixon, Mr. and Mrs. WITH A CART," which is a Charles P. Roland, general
chairman. Publicity; Mrs. Magbuilding so that the young peo- Charles lies, Mrs. Rebecca Bi- story of a boy's faith.
ple of the community may have ram, Dr. Peter Cooper, Mrs. The Bishop's Company, twen- nplia Bass, Mrs. Katherine
a place for wholesome recrea- Margaret Walkers, Mrs. Alma ty troupers in all, was initiated Jones, Mrs. Lytia MclCinnie and
titans.
Holt, Miss P. Holt, Eugene about eight years ago in Cali- Mrs. Ritta P. Smith.
Recently, these inspired Moore, William Dixon, Dr. W. fornia. From local productions
workers presented a program W. Gibson, Hollis F. Price, L. and short trips to neighboring
that was a tremendous success. F. Briscoe George Stevens, towns, it has developed into the
Elder N. Rodgers of New First Miss Geraldine aiamond, Atty. only national, full-time reperBaptist church delivered the A. A. Latting, Dr. Edith Had- tory company. The actors are
message. The male chorus of Icy, Mrs. Ruth Addison, Mrs. professional. Some have been
Nbw First Baptist church rend- Sadie Lee and Mrs. Juanita ' at the Pasadena Playhouse in
DALLAS, Ter. — (UPI)—
California; others come to the The postman knocked at Mrs.
ered the music. Jeroy Carroll, Cole.
sr., was the master of cere- Children were there, too, and company from off-and -on em- Bob Roth's door because he
monies.
their laughter rang out in har- ployment in movies and tele- didn't have any mall to deThe visiting churches were mony with the other "goings- vision, to have the experience liver.
"I hate to bother you, Mrs.
St. John Baptist church, Chris- on." Seen were little Melanie of working full time on the
tian Chapel Missionary Baptist McWilliams, Paula Melville, stage. Of the original eight Roth," he said, "but I thought
church and the New First Bapt- Joyce Cooper, Mindy McWil- Hollywood actors who started I ought to stop and tell you
the company, six are still mem- that there isn't any mail for
ist church.
liams, Elva Mickle, Torrence ,__
you today. I knew that if I
The ushers of the church are Mitchum Adrian cmith, Gail eel's.
always on hand performing I Lee, Frank Briscoe, Kathy Is- Last year this outstanding just went on by, you'd wontheir duties according to fellow les, Carla Jean Stotts Phyllis group of players brought to der what was wrong."
members. They have complet- Holt, Parolee Holt, Steve Holt, Memphis their unique produced several weeks of training Gregory Mickle and Velma tion, "CRY THE BELOVED
under the National president of Tenniel.
COUNTRY." Those who had the
High fashion styling
the Ushers. George Parker.
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Mickle experience of this piny will not
superbly tailored
want
to
miss another unique
Mrs. Pauline Snyder is the extended warm welcomes to
an
at
economy price'
production. The group themchurch reporter.
all.
SHAPIROSOUTHERN
selves
expressed
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
their enjoyMrs. N. M. Watson was the
UNIFOPM COMPANY
The Trustee Wives Christian chairman and Mrs. Marietta ment of their trip to Memphis 63 S Third ), Limon
306.364,
because of the appreciative
Auxiliary of the St. Stephen Letting was co-chairman.
Baptist church met recently at MT. VERNON
the lovely home of Mr. and Sunday marked the climax
Mrs. W. L. King. The hostess, of the Fourth Pastor's Annigracious and clad in green, versary celebration at the Mt.
received members and friends Vernon Baptist church. Rev. J.
to the club's annual pre-Christ- L. Rowe of First Baptist Chelmas dinner.
sea church and Rev. E. W. WilRENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Present were Rev. and Mrs. liamson of Olivet Baptist
Place Your Order Now
0. C. Crivens, pastor, Mrs. E. church were the principal
For Individuals And Groups
J. Campbell, Mrs. Bessie Oak- speakers.
ley, Mrs. Annie L. Thornton
Daniel Teniaor was the genCALL, WRITE or WIRE
Mrs. Myrtle Johnson, Mr. and'eral chairman of this event.
Mrs. Crawford Martni, Mr. and The congregation is getting,
CUSTOM
TAILORS
Mrs. Will Randle, Mr. and Mrs. ready for the Annual Christmas
Ernest Macklin and son, Mr. Candlelight Service. It will feaand Mrs. Thomas Akles, Mr. ture singers from various
and Mrs. Cleveland Rosemon, churches of the city. Mrs. ThelINC.
Mrs. Mary Reeves, Mrs. Rosa ma Elion and Mrs. Hattie Bu248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
L. Buford, Mrs. Nannie Mc- sch will be in charge of the
Cain, Mrs. Clara Becton, Mrs. service.
NeittlPhisi Tennessee
Lottie Stewart, Mrs. Willie M. Rev. J. L. Netters is the
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Felton, Mrs. Lucy Simmons, ister.
Creates What You Think Of"
).lrs. Emma Matthews, Mr. PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
and Mrs. Henry Hubbard, Mr. Let us all plan to spend this
and Mrs. Friedel Green, Mr. Thursday evening at the Penteand 'Mrs. Henry Smith.
costal Temple of 229 S. ","ell'unclog pries of
Each secret pal received a ington where a "Gospel Conhome delivered
gift.
cert for Toys" will be held.
GREATER MT. MORIAH
milk
Choirs and choral groups of
Sunday, Dec. 20, at the the city will render it to bene0`
Greater Mt. Moriah Baptist fit the Jaycees' Annual Christ-(
%.ra".-1
church, there will be a Christ- mas Party for underprivileged
nsinteeseas
MRS drama and musical. It is children.
ahiss1101.
entitled "Christmas Under the The Junior Chamber of CornTh111111111
%nemeses
Stars" and will be presented in rnerce is sponsoring it. Mrs.
the auditorium of the church, Joan Golden of WLOK is the
at 7:30 p.m.
chairman of the program.

Bishop's Players To
Perform In Memphis

No Mail ... So The
Postman Rang To
Let Woman Know

Words of the Wise

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
THAT WON'T JAR YOUR BUDGET
Visit Your Quality Stamp Redemption
Center. Quality Stamp Centers
Are Stocked With Wonderful
Gifts Made Especially For Santa's Bag. Visit Big Star And
Your Redemption Center
Today!

CHOIR ROBES

Yes Madame,
Its harvest time and the Big Star
Stores are full of fall fruits and
vegetables that will help to balance
that ever leaning budget. Just get
your sack of Jack Sprat wheat Flour
and Jack Sprat cream style meal
and they too will help further adjust
that budget.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
tt%
and Accessories

B H

What could be more tempting with
those fall vegetables than hot corn
muffins or crusty brown corn sticks.
Taper this meal off with apple 'n
Dumplings served with plain or whipped cream. Dad will want coffee,
the small fry milk.
JANA PORTER

APPLE DUMPLINGS
Roll or pat baking powder biscuit
mixture, 1-4 inch thick; cut in 4-inch
squares. Place a whole apple, pared
end cored in middle of squares. Fill
apple with sugar mixed with sugar
and cinnamon. Dot with butter; draw
four corners of dough together on
top of apples. Pinch edges together;
prick with fork and bake twentyfive to thirty minutes in moderate
oven (350 degrees F.) May also be
served with lemon sauce or hard
sauce.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

SAVE 84*

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

" RADIO sU
W
TV g
Memphis' ONLY Complete Service
Store On Main Street

RISBY'S _

SALES —
SERVICE
2511
/
2 N. Main St.
BR. 6-3986
Refrigerators * Washing Machines
Air Conditioners
Irons * Fans * Stoves
Restaurant & Grocery Store Equipment

If You Have It Vie Will Repair It

START YOUR 1961 CHRISTMAS SAVINGS NOW!

6%

RECEIVE

INTEREST

SAVE.. for Christmas,College, Children, Cottage or Car

SAVE

B. SECURE

tomorrow
All Savings Accounts Opened by Christmas Pays You in
Full Dec. 15, 1561

Save $ 5.00
Save $10.00

Pee
Week

Pee
Wook

Receive $265.00
Receive $530.00

em 12-15-61

.. 12-1541

ALL SAVINGS 100% INSURED and SECURED
TEN DOLLARS to TEN MILLION
Withdrawals May Be Mad. At Any Tinto
OPEN YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT TODAY
By MAIL OR IN PERSON

Baptist Building Savings, Inc.
556

MADISON AVE. BUILDING
MEMPHIS 3, TENSISSIE

YOUNG TALENT pose In front of the WDIA radio
station for their picture after the traditional Big
Star Talent show heard each Saturday on the powerful station. This recently heard show featured the
young, really young talent of Memphis, but that
doesn't mean that the talent wasn't as good or as
well presented as their elder talented cohorts. These
kids are just as well prepared for stardom as any

ever heard on the show. Who knows, some may make
It big. Front row, from left, Freedia Williams, Theorenlyn Dotson, Jennie Green, Paulette Green and
Cathy Green. Second row, Bevelyn Dotson, Selbie
Ivory, Wash Faulkner, Jr., Thomas Knight, Leona
Pope. Third row, Leroy Arnold, Curtis Three, George
Smith, Charles Hemp and Leo Smith.

Misses Sandra Downing and
Joyce Cellins, soprano,
and
Patricia Miles, contralto.
The Morehouse group was
heard previously in its annual Wk. Of Dec. 17-23, '1960
post - Thanksgiving
concert
which attracted a large audi- Fla.; Sara Pittman, Columbus,
ence from the campus com- Ga.; Harry Cummings, Jacksoo.
By BERT THOMAS
del. The chorus is under the di- munity.
Miss.; and Oliviar Weaver,
know
how
the
rection
of
SoloDon't really
Robert Reuter.
• ••
Birmingham, Ala., educatlon
weather is where you are but ists are Maxine Patarini and
A Winter Cnncert by the VIR- majors.
WASHINGTON — (UP1)k—The It recalled that a similar
HERE—IT'S COLD. However, Diana Haskel, sopranos; Myrna
UNION UNIVERSITY
GINIA
Joseph Hay, Jupiter, He.;
a§upreme court refused to halt state argument based on the
nothing interferers with the holi- Kanter, contralto; Carroll AlChoir will be given at the Rich- Jesse Nason, Birmingham, A14.;
Wntegration of New Orleans theory of interposition h a d
day happenings, as you can exander, tenor, and Lorenzo
mond City Mosque Sunday, Jan. Joseph Roberson, Rosharon,
schools and strongly indicated been rejected in the famous
Stalling, bass.
tiOn.
1961, at 4 p.m., without cost Tex.; Samuel Jenkins, Cleve8.
•
•
•
that Louisiana's package of ruling in the Little Rock, Ark.,
On Mon., Dec. 12, the Roosefor admission. This is one of the land, 0 and Fayette A. Powell,
velt
University
Concert
Band,
On Sunday evening Decemanti-integration laws is uncon- school dispute two years ago.
several public service programs West Palm Beach, Fla., mechber 11, at 6 p.m., the Depart- directed by Marcel Ackermann,
stitutional.
planned by the University.
•
The
three-man
federal
court
anical industries students.
ment of Fine Arts presented presented a program of works
In a brief unsigned but unanihad thrown out the Louisiana
the Annual Christmas Concert by 13 composers. Included were The Choir, under the direc- James Ivory, Jacksonville,
mous opinion, the court turned
in Meldrim Auditorium on the pieces by Wagner, Strauss. tior. of William J. Goodwin. is Fla.; Daisie B. Grayson, Fairdown the state's request that "package" on Nov. 304 Louisiana authorities had argued that
campus of Savannah State col- Tchaikowsky. Chabrier and the composed of college students field, Ala.: Joyce Holloway,
integration in New Orleans be the state had "interposed itself
PRESIDENT-ELECT John F. during news conference at lege.
who give their services to the Jacksonville,
Fla.;
Alfreda
Cantique de Noel by Adam.
stopped for the time being in the field of public education Kennedy and new Secretary
Kennedy's Palm Beach, Fla.,
This year the presentation On Fri.. Dec. 16, the Uni- University as part of their eul- Jones, Detroit, Mich.: Josepending an appeal from a low- over which it has exclusive con- of State Dean Ruck stand behome.—UPI Telephoto
was devoted to excerpts from versity Symphony will perform tural developments as well as phine .Merritt, Philadelphia;
er three-judge federal court. trol."
fore a battery of microphones
George F. Handel's famous the Overture to "The Magic enjoyment. Although Virginia Evelyn Raines, Opelika, Ala.;
The decision does not
oratorio,
"The Messiah," and Flute" by Mozart; Symphony Union offers no major in music, Corene Stoudermire, Chattanoclose the door for the state to
has developed oga, Tenn., Arts and Science
featured
approximately
110 No. 2 in D Minor by Dvorak Mr. Goodwin
continue its appeal efforts. But
these selected students into a majors.
voices.
They
and
represented
the
the
Allegro
from
the
Viothe court bluntly said the obcombined Choral Society (Col- lin Concerto No. 3 in B Minor 90 member ensemble of wide Tyree Parker, Dallas, Tex.;
jections raised by Louisiana to
Burl T. Radney, Columbus, Ga..
lege Choir and Concert Choir), by Saint-Saens, Elliott Golub, acclaim.
the lower court action were
the Men's Glee Club, faculty violinist. Elijah Bennett will Each year the choir makes a engineering. Vincent R. McDon"without mt.rit."
members, alumni, and com- sing the baritone recitative and western tour and an eastern ald, Jamaica, West Indies, agriIt took sharp issue with the
munity leaders in various fields. aria, Eni
die inacchiave, tour of the United States giving culture. James Stephens, Dotseries of special laws passed
from Verdi's "A Masked Ball." concerts in churches and schools han, Ala.; Annie P. Croorn,
James
Thompson,
jr.,
a
memby the Louisiana legislature to
ber of the Department of —ine Morris Gomberg will conduct to attract financial support and Tuscumbia, Ala., physical edurevent integration of two prevto interest prospective students. cation.
Arts faculty, was at the organ. the 35-piece orchestra.
us all-white schools in New
•••
These tours take the choir to Hattie R. Elam, Augusta, Ga.
The
student
accompanist
was
Orleans.
Rose Marie Overstreet, a sopho- SOUTH CAROLINA STATE Maryland, New Jersey, Penn- and Roberta Ogletree, BirmingThe Court declared: "The PHILADELPHIA — (ANP) — Foundation and a member of
Survivors include her parents more from Sylvania and a ma- COLLEGE was among the eight sylvania, New York, Connecti- ham, Ala., nursing. Minnie L.
scope of these enactments and "I am to blame for the reasons First Baptist church where she Mr. and Mrs. Louis Logan, a jor in Music.
senior colleges which received cut, Rhode Island, Massachu- Christmas, Coffeeville, Ala. and
the basis on which they were I want to die."
served as clerk and adviser tosister, Mrs. Omega Silva; and Soloists included: Juanita full membership and accredi- setts, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, June D. Darron, Mt. Olive,
found in conflict with the Con- This short, vague and yet the Junior church and was an two brothers, Garland and Ken• Moon, soprano, a junior and tation by the Southern Associa- and Washington, D. C.
Miss., home economics. Hyastitution of the United States tragic note was the only mes- educational board member.
zel Logan, all of Washington. public school teacher in the lo- tion of Colleges and Secondary Programs are carefully ar- cinth B. Simmonds, Jamaica,
are not matters of doubt."
sage allegedly left by scholarly
cal system; James Fisher, ten- Schools at its meeting in Mem- ranged to give a balanced con- West Indies, commercial dietethis week.
Nancy Logan, 22, of Washington,
cert of familiar and unfamiliar tics.
or and local government execu- phis, Tennessee
so.
D. C., who was studying for a
works of the world's greatest
tive; James Weldon Johnson,
BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL- composers. In addition to standmaster's degree in physics at
tenor, a freshman from Sylvanthe University of Pennsylvania.
ia and major in voice; Wilson LEGE was accepted last week ard choral numbers, their repHer body last week was found
Hubert, baritone, and local as a member of the Southern ertoire includes medleys from
hanging from a rope in the dinbusinessman; and Launey Rob- Association of Colleges and Sec- musical comedies, operettas.
ing room of the home where she
and Negro spirituals.
erts, jr., bass, an alumnus and ondary Schools.
lived with her cousin, Mrs. Lora
CARS OR
local school teacher. Coleridge Bethune-Cookman was one of A four hour school paper and
Woods, 47. The coed's limp
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
A. Braithwaite, chairman of seven Negro colleges in the yearbook workshop head-lined
USED CARS
form was found dangling above
the Department of Fine Arts, South to be granted a mem- the activities of the 17th Annual 306 Poplar At Lowlorrelalo
bership. The local school was Fall
the dining room table by Mrs.
was the conductor.
Meeting of the Palmetto
Phone JA. 3-6348
Woods when she returned home
approved for membership last
•••
Scholastic
Press Association
CUDDINTON,
England,
child. The child was a Negro."
from work.
year.
SHAW UNIVERSITY will
which was held at SOUTH
• •
FINANCING TO SUIT
Miss Logan's body was still (UPI) — A white couple said The 33-year-old housewife said. present the Women's Choir in
CAROLINA STATE COLLE.GE
The special Christmas activiclad in pajamas and a house- they want to adopt a sixth Ne- "I believe colored children its Annual Christmas program
YOUR PURSE
Saturday, Dec. 10.
ties at BARBER-SCOT1A COLcoat and her hair in curlers. gro child.
• ••
need more help than white on Sunday, December 18, at
The cousin said that is how Miss "It is the
church. LEGE began Sunday, Dec. 11
University
in
p.m.
5:30
The
thirty-fourth
annual
ones,
happiness
especially
the first
when they are
Logan was dressed when they
"The Christmas Story in when the Women's Choir pre- Xmas Carol Concert of the ATfive
have
brought
young.
I
us
am
having
no prob- Song" will be presented. Elease sented "Carols of Christmas,"
that
World's Largest Ford Dealers said goodbye on the morning of
LANTA
MOREHOUSE-SPELmakes us want another," Mrs. lems with them.
the tragedy.
Womble, dramatic soprano, a a carol-fantasia arranged from MAN Chorus will be presented
THIRD & GAYOSO
Jane
Lorenz.
The victim's father, Lewis Lo- Anthony 'Wilde said.
"My Neighbors invite them to junior of Asheville will be the carols by Ellen
three nights, Friday, Saturday,
FLORIDA AT TRIGG
gan of Washington, D. C., The Wildes have no
JA 6-8871
children parties and greet them warmly. featured soiuist of the Women's On Monday, Dec. 12, Miss Sunday, Dec. 9, 10, 11, at 8 p.m.
claimed the body at the MediBoone and members of her Eng- in Sisters Chapel, Spelman Colof their own. Mrs. Wilde re- There is no neighborhood fric- Choir.
cal Examiner's Office.
be Tyron lish classes will present "Christ- lege. Appearing with the Chosoloists
will
Guest
cently
lost
a
baby
through mis- tion," she said.
Miss Logan was a graduate
Reece, bass, a senior of Ral- mas in Poetry," a special chap- rus will be the Spelman and
• WINDOW WASHING
Their five adopted children eigh, who is a member of the el program at 11 a.m.
of Spingarn High school and carriage.
• WALL WASHING
Morehouse College Glee Clubs.
Howard university where she They adopted their first Ne- include two boys and three University Chorale Society, and On Friday, Dec. 16, the facul- Dr. Willis
L. James of the
• FLOOR WAXING
gro
majored in physics. At Howard
child five years ago. "Mrs. girls. "Our next child will be Thomas E. Kee, tenor, associ- ty and students will enjoy an
music departments of More• JANITOR SERVICE
she was president of the Germ- Wilde and I went to see the a Negro, but we do want one ate professor of Romance Lan- evening of fun at the Annual
house and Spelman has arran• BRICK CLEANING an club and was on the dean's children up for adoption. We thing," Mrs. Wilde said. "We
Christmas Party. The students ged the traditional program of
guages at Shaw.
honor roll.
asked for the most unwanted hope it's a boy.
Mrs. Sylvia W. Payne and look forward with great antici- carols of many lands and will
CALL—
She graduated with honors
Harry Gil-Smythe will be the pation to the faculty's presen- direct the Chorus and the SPellast June. She has a Phi Beta
tation.
accompanists.
man Glee Club. Wendell WhaKappa key and was elected to
The Night Class for In-Serv- On Sunday, Dec. 18, at 6 p.m., lum is director of the More/
1
4 lb. meat
membership in Pi Mu Kappa,
ice Ministers of Shaw will have the YWCA and the YMCA will house Glee Club.
Sigma Pi Sigma and Beta Kapa special benefit program for sponsor the 25th Annual Christ- High academic achievements
pa Chi, all honorary societies.Shaw university on Tuesday mas Breakfast.
and high "promise for future
/
12
She was also a research felevening, December 13, at 7:30 On the same day, the Dramat- usefulness" have earned 29 stulow of the National Science
o'clock in University church. ics Club, under the direction dents at TUSKEGEE INSTIThe speaker will be the Rev. of Miss Schock, will present a
DETROIT, — (UPI) — Gov. of the commission headed by emend Frank Bullock of Hen- candlelighting worship service TUTE selection to "Who's Who
Among Students in American
G. Mennen Williams and Unit- John Hannah, president of
derson. The public is cordial- of praise and adoration at the Universities and Colleges," for
ed Auto Workers President Michigan State university, said
regular vesper hour — 6 p.m. the academic year of 1960-61.
ly invited to attend.
Walter Reuther will head a list the meeting was
•• •
The theme will be "The Lights The students are: Wilbert L.
not being held
of witnesses at a two-day hear- in Detroit
because the Motor The Christmas season at of Christmas."
Barrett, Miami, Fla.; Carolyn
ing of the United States Civil City has any
Call WH 6-0189 and
great civil rights BENNETT 'COLLEGE began Following the vesper service Cranford, Opelika. Ala.; BarRights commission here start- problem.
We will have it ready:
on Sunday, December 11, with on Dec. 18, the Home Econom- bara Holman, Ft. Worth, Tex.;
ing Wednesday.
The director said the commis- the presentation of "The Ma- ics Department will hold its Irma J McIntosh, Jacksonville,
About two - dozen witnesses sion only wanted to see how donna: Living and in Art."
annual Open House. Clothing
•
Cultured
"
were expected to discuss prob- Detroit has handled its civil "Christmas Sister Week" be- classes will display gifts for
lems dealing with government
gan at Bennett December 12, the family that are, easy to
rights problems.
employment, education, housing
0 DRESSING
and will end on December 17, make; food classes will disand justice as related to civil The commission has previous- with the annual Christmas play delectable dishes of varily held hearings in five south- party in the David D. Jones ous kinds. The activity is sponrights in the Detroit area.
4"olikrivie
Gordon Tiffany, staff director ern and five northern cities.
Student Union.
sored by Mrs. Patterson and
Students and members of the Mrs. Shute,
t-N11111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111611111111111611111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'si
faculty-staff last week drew the On the last assemble before
name of the persons who will the holidays, Monday, Dec. 19,
First Payment January 1st
be their Christmas sister. Each at 11 a.m., President Cozart
week they will secret- will read Henry Van Dyke's
day
this
Let's Be Friends
If yilt buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please
ly render little services or "The Other Wise Man."
pay him promptly.
•
•
•
make small gifts to the person
He is a young merchant who owns and operates his
whose name they have drawn. Frank Hamilton, Lou Mcown business. A-s such he has his obligation o mnet. If
Revelation of the Christmas Donald and Ray Watkins were
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
sister will come at the party the featured performers .31,0 a
at which time the major Christ- "Hootnanny" presented by the r")
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
WASHINGTON — (UPI)—The Rock school crisis.
mas gift will be presented. The Folk Music Club of the UNIUnless he pays promptly for his papers, he will lose g Supreme court Monday struck The
statutes were designed party, an informal affair, will VERSITY of ILLINOIS, Chicahis opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
down a 1958 Arkansas law re- to
prevent school desegregation. be held in the toyer and gifts go Undergraduate Division, Friand a real Business training. And the Defender's legular E quiring public school teachers The
law invalidated bars em- will be stacked around the day, Dec. 9 in the Third Floor
visits to your home would be interrupted.
to report all organizations to
ployment
of teachers and ad- Christmas tree to be distribut- Lounge at Navy Pier.
which they have belonged or
ed by Santa Claus whose iden- (A hootnanny In folk music
PLEASE PAY RIM PROMPTLY
contributed in the past five ministrative personnel who do tity is always a mystery.
parlance is a concert in which
not
file
the
required
affidavit.
years.
•••
the artists and the audience
The
court
two
chalexamined
The court, in a 5-4 decision,
CHICAGO MUSICAL COL- sing together, and the artists
F.11111111101111101101111111101111118111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111010101111118111111111811M said the statute's comprehen- lenges to the law, the first by LEGE of ROOSEVELT UNI- teach the audience songs.)
sive interference with associa- Negroes and the other by 'a VERSITY is presenting its chor- Hamilton and Watkins both
tional freedom goes far beyond teacher at the University of us, band and symphony or- teach at the Old Town School
what might be justified in the Arkansas and one at Little chestra in concert during the of Folk Music in Chicago, and,
SPECIAL WAREHOUSE PRICE
exercise of the state's legiti- Rock's Central high school.
December.
of
month
along with McDonald, have apmate inquiry into the fitness The complainants said the On Fri., Dec. 9, the 80-mem- peared at such various Chicago
law
denies
teachers
their
freeand competency of its teachber University Chorus present- night spots as the Gate of Horn
dom of speech and association
ers."
ed, in its entirety, "The Messi- and the Fickle Pickle.
The decision reversed :cwt.: without the "due process of ah" by George Frederick Han•••
court rulings upholding the law. law" guaranteed in the 14th
RENNET COLTwenty-seven
It was one of a series of laws amendment to the U.S. Constistudents have been placLEGE
passed by the Arkansas legis- tution. They refused to file the
To Fis Every Make and Model Car
ed for field work with seven
lature at the height of the Little affidavits and were fired.
Buy Direct From
Save Money
Regular $23.95
community institutions or agencies in the city, Charles I.
ON EASY TERMS TOO!
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Sec- Brown, director, announced
Live or Cut
NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
-5 retary of State Charles R. Car- this week.
pentier has announced that a Members of the MORETo Fit Every Make and Model Car
meeting of the State Electoral HOUSE COLLEGE Glee Club
SAVE MONEY
BUY DIRECT FROM
Flocked, Painted, or Natural
Board
will be held Dec. 14, at and the BENNETT Choir preBATTERY WAREHOUSE and
Pine Roping
2 p. in. in Springfield to can- sented Antonio Vivaldi's "Glo-s
SEAT COVER CENTER
vass the results of the Nov. 8 ria" at the Friday morning
Boxwood Gardens
2192 LAMAR
5056 POPULAR
election. ,
chapel hour.
MU 3-5361
GI. 8-6851
MU 3-5361
The meeting will be held in Wendell P. Whalum and Mrs.
Room M-S in the House-Sen- Mary J. Crawford alternated
ate Committee Rooms.
in conducting. Soloists were

Court Upholds
La. Integration

5

DEFENDER

Find Body Of Coed
Hanging In Kin's Home

a

Adopt 5, Seek
6th Negro Tot

Buy Your 1961

NEW FORD
From Us

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

T-ics

HULL—DOBBS

I

TOWN KASTLE
Hot Dogs

2 for 25c
Barbecue

25c

Hamburgers

1

DEBERRY
HOUR - Cleaning Co.
WH 8-3738

2 for 251

Kingburger

Detroit To Host
Rights Hearin

35c

Bar-B-Q
Chicken
69.

•Make delicious
party dips
with...

Chilli-Bowl

291

FOREST BM

. SOUR CREAM

Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!
, ADMIRAL
TELEVISION i
c

21

Court Upsets
School Bias Law

CALL: BOB FRAKES,
COLLINS and FREEMAN

JA 5-6737

7 No. THIRD STREET

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

SALE

BATTERIES

6 Volts $7.95
12 Volts $11.95

AUTO SEAT COVERS

SPECIAL
WAREHOUSE
PRICE

Ar

On Easy Terms Too!

01400

State Board
Meets On Vote

BATTERY WAREHOUSE
GL 8-6851
2192 LAMAR

CHRISTMAS TREES

MIXED TASTES?
Get MIXED CASES
AT CASE PRICES!

Hair Styles!! Holidays Specials!

Lustre silk — Reg. $10—Special
$ 6.50
Tint, Bleaches, Dyes Reg. $6—Special
3.50
Streaks
1.00
.50
Hair Cuts—Reg. $1.00
.50
Scalp Treatment
2.00
Girl
Stylee—Only
School
Press--Short Hair...........-..75
1.00
Press—Long Hair

OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Ern"
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Two Toot Old Country Hems
itlie per Lb.
SIN Month Old Country Homo
11104 per Lb
One Met Old Country Haws
0 pot Lb.
Three num Old Country Hews
11 10 per Lb.
teal Country Hickory Smoked Sausage al to 4 Lb. liebei- liSe per Lb.
Limon Fikkery Smoked Boson (4 te 10 Lb Slab)
111 5.4 Lb.
Sliced Country Hem
$1.15 end $IAS per Lb.
(PLUS POSTAGE)
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Exporioncod OpEttators — Courteous Service

GOLD MEDAL BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. Lucile Sanders, Operator

1282 N. Bellevue -- Phone JA 5-5292

WI SHIP COD ON SEND CHECK--1/41ANANTEED GOOD ORDIN

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
AAotel Phone, VI 2-0152; losin•ss Phone, vl 2414)
On Ilepess 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Emildeae. Phones, VI 2-0152

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

WINES • BRANDIES • GIN
SCOTCH • VODKA • CHAMPAGNE
MEM,
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE ill-STATE AREA

Our Opinions
The Colombo Plan

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Governor Combs Administration.
Bert Combs, in one of the most Virtually throughout this year
forthright addresses he has ever the search has been on for
delivered, described employ- qualified Negro applicants.
of
ment discrimination as not only Commissioner Glenn Lovern
"morally and spiritually wrong, the Department of Public Safety
but it is a great economic has said publicly, "I can assure
waste." Combs continued with, that any qualified Negro appli"our entire economy would cant will be given the same
benefit with uplifting employ- consideration for appointment
as all other applicants."
ment among Negroes."
Supporting his belief by ex- About eight or ten Negroes
amples of State government have made application to the
employment integration, Gov- State Highway Patrol. All to
ernor Combs said, "We have date have failed physically.
employed Negroes and will add This does not mean that no Nemore in the Highway and other gro is qualified. It signifies that
departments, and Negroes will most applicants to date were
soon be members of the State either too old or did not meet
height and weight standards.
Highway Patrol."
Negro State Highway Patrol- However, there are considermen will probably be the most able Negroes who can qualify.
conspicuous example of State The need is for them to apply
Employment integration to date. and take advantage of this emIt is not a new idea with the ployment opportunity.

The representatives of nineteen undertaken abroad. The cost is estimatnations have just met in Tokyo where ed at close to $300 million. About half
they explored the means and methods of this is being spent within India on
through which help might be extended equipment and labor. It will be paid for
to the poorer parts of the world. They by British Government credit, by BritWere not pressing for a vast or fast ish bank loans and by the Indian
global settlement, nor were they in government.
Native graduates i n mechanical,
search of an unchanging formula for
and chemical engineering are
electrical
action.
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nations welded by the common aims of at the expense of the British govern- nation's most famous door-to- life is lived in harmony.
what is known as the Colombo Plan, is ment and the steel industry.
door salesman regards the "I have never nflicfed my
Other notable projects undertaken Bible as the best "how-to-do- religious notipns upon any of
hailed as the best approach to the probmy associates," he said." Few
it book" ever written.
lems of the East yet devised by collec- with Colombo Plan are the Warsak Alfred C. Fuller, 77-year-old even comprehend my beliefs.
hydroelectric projec t in Pakistan founder of the Fuller Brush Nonetheless, the organization
tive thinking.
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r- weal') Prime Ministers, which was acres; the Thal Development Authority textbook for every problem.
stool
last night asked my Cousin carries her treats well and pro- she took—Butler or Ashmore—
"Only when I deviated from directly motivated by meta- Minnie how old she were," said tects her ladyhood, too. Minnie which makes no difference be'held that year at Colombo, Ceylon, the which, with technical aid from Britain, this teaching, or attempted to physical influences.
Simple, "she told him, 'Oh, knows she is a lone woman in cause by then she has ordered
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"A FOOT IN THE DOOR"
not. Every strand is my own "She is used to making her evening. My Cousin Minnie has
Now it has settled 50,000 families The original Fuller Brush greeds. The sermon on the hair.'
of the world's peoples — ,at that time
world, if that is what a way with men. She makes
man tells his life story in a orchestration, not a dissident "'Can you do the Madison?' way in the
said Simple. "If chomps out of them so sweet.
about 550 million of them. Most were in 700 new villages with 65 new schools, book
mean,"
you
entitled " A Foot In The cacophony of personal ambi- asked the man.
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Malaya. Singapore, Indonesia, Cambodia, cations, has helped several countries deher
Fuller said that if he could NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (ANP) Cousin Minnie tonight?"
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sult, roads have been laid, dams have with projects of an infinite variety.
so she need not look to me to
raises his voice and asserts his
,
bow.
"The Bible is the best how- Dr. Harold A. Bosley, pastor quench her thirst. To be a girlbeen built, modern communications
manhood, it is not goodnight
plan
It is a pity that no comparable
to-do-it book ever compiled, of the First Methodist church, cousin, Minnie can drink a- "Whereupon, Minnie says her
get up, industries developed, agriculture is on foot or even contemplated for Af- and it covers every fundament- Evanston, Ill., also told the while, Jack, yet I have never name is Minnette, and that she as she goes out the door. Oh.
to meeting "There is among col- see' her stagger, let alone reel. were a Johnson before her that Minnie says to that cast
modernized.
rica and its newly independent states. al that anyone really needs
know." he said.
lege students today a determi- Minnie goes out of any oar mother married her third step- as she oes out the door. Oh,
An example of a major Colombo Yet the world in general owes more to
she
nation to be heard."
business
long
under her own steam, no matter father. Then, says Minnie,
his
During
that Minnie says to that cat
Plan project is India's Durgapur steel- Africa than to any other land. When career, Fuller said, he has "It is not our business to tell how many scotches and sodas took the, name of Ashmore.
for- no, it is not goodnight."
works, built by Britain and believed to are the exploiters going to redeem them- adapted hundreds of Bible them to be quiet," he told the she has put away. You have to "But sometimes Minnie
immediate
passages to his
biennial meeting of Methodist
be the largest British contract ever selves and pay their debts?
problems.
university and College Minisand trusted leaders such as Nkrumah,
As a result of his devotion ters. "It is our business to stim-
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Disliked U.S. Supplies
25% Haitian Budget •

to the Biblical way of life, ulate their protest in channels
he said, nearly everything with of strong expression and to
which has been identified has support them in that expresprospered.
sion."
"Perhaps," he said, "Those "If this leads to conflict with
Of the close to forty million Amen. and 'merest of the standing coaarron of who make no pretense of great the law," said the former Duke
assistance, it contributed ;6.8 The complaints, the misunderBy ANTONY ROUSE
education and intellctual en- University divinity school dean,
cans disappointed by Sentator Ken- Southern Democrats and conservative dowment live with truths that "it
million to the Haitian economy standings, the petty criticisms
just has to be that way."
PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI —
the United States are probanedy's election, none is any more incon- Republicans. This is the same happy more sophisticated eyes do not "Half the New Testament (UPI) — The Haitian Economy —equivalent to about 25 per of
bud- bly inevitable. They were much
annual
national
the
of
cent
was written by men who were is just barely alive, nourished
solable than the leaders of the American combination which frustrated Kenne- see."
the same in Europe when that
in the prisons of the Roman by endless life-saving injeetions get.
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Medical Association, who frankly re- dy's efforts to push through a socialFuller, a convert to Christian Empire for conscience's sake," of aid from the United States.
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gard the Senator's victory as bordering security-style bill in that session of Con- Science, said he has applied he added.
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on a national calamity.
gress that proceeded the Presidential IIIIIIIIIIII011111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114111111111111111111111111111111111111 malion population of this Negro developing Haiti's rural areas But there is occasional gratirepublic does not know this,
and has financed, among other tude voiced for American aid
Their fear is predicated upon the be- campaign.
or is not interested. Of the edua large flood control and in the past. For example, when
things,
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lief that Kennedy with his matchless
Such a strategy is not likely to yield
cated and half-educated
Hazel devastated
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cent, some are aware of Ameri- In time, this should give parts of Haiti in 1954.
logic might away Congress to redeem substantive results. First of all Southgrateful
art
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can aid, and a
Haiti a much-needed hydroelec- Fortunately, there is somehis campaign pledge of a medical care ern Democrats may not wish to snag the
—and almost all feel that the
thing more important than all
tric system.
program for the nation's elderly citi- Kennedy program lest they should enUnited States should do more
To the Haitian who has had this.
for them.
zens. In the medics' view this step would danger their own political strength. And
some education (only one child Your knowledge of it comes
Visitors find the beauty of
in six receives even the vestige as you walk along a dusty road
lead straight to socialized medicine the Conservative Republicans know well
the
water,
blue
green hills and
of a formal education) Ameri- in the blazing afternoon, wiping
very thing the AMA dreads.
that the medical care program for the
warmth of the sun and people
can means the color problem. perspiration from your face. It
the cock-fighting of Medieval RATE U. S. COLOR BAR
When the Association's policy-making aged from here on will be a hot political
comes with the sudden brilliant
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from
Europe and voodoo
"I dislike them (Americans) smile of sympathy on the face
House of Delegates met in Washington issue that may be harmful to their fuHaitian's ancestral Africa.
because they dislike me," one of the man passing you.
a few days ago and surveyed the impli- ture should they vote the wrong way.
But for the tlaitian GovernHaitian said. The integration You are perhaps an Amerlit
ment there is an ailing economy
cations of the voters' decision, one of its But aside from the political angle,
in New Orleans re- can wearing shorts in his oapiproblems
which has been getting steadily
ample press coverage tal city. He is a Haitian. Neither
ceived
spokesmen voiced the general lament: "I there is a great moral aspect to this
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sicker since the
here, an the deduction is that fact matters What matters to
am sure many of you were disquieted question of health care for the senior
Negroes and Mulattos combined,
Americans look down on colored the Haitian is that you are a
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in a rare
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drive out their French rulers
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Disease, particularly tubercusocial security approach."
tion, the Federal government becomes
strange ideas about the effects
losis, i s widespread. A n d
United States on his
Actually, many medical leaders were sensitive to the fact that it cannot es"there is a limit." a nurse said of the
income.
personal
bitterly, "to the amount you
not only disquieted; they were, as Mich- cr.pe its moral responsibility toward the
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To
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ael O'Neill of the New York Post puts aged.
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it, downright gloomy beyond the help
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the battle on the side of the liberal Dem- forcing a drastic change in the national
a
But in spite of this high morEast.
the
in
division
Americans,
tality rate, the phulation in- what he thinks of
ocrats and organized labor, the outlook economy. The American Medical Associcreases and Haiti already has and he probably says that he Bienemann starred in footWAS bleak indeed.
ation would do well to consider the longa population density of 312 per- likes and appreciates them. hill at Kenosha high school and
But it appears that the AMA is pre- range effect of the campaign an its own
sons per square mile—equal to Press him and he complains Drake university.
"they have no manners." Press Before joining the Cooper'.
that of India.
pl.-ed for an all-out battle against the profession. Even if the Association
To ease the chronic economic him further and you hear the sales. organization four year
new Administration. The strategy, as should win the fight, the results may
crisis here, the United States stock criticism that American ago he was defensive left end
was confided to a reporter, is to do not enhence the prestige of the medical
has given Haiti over $40 million tourists wear shorts in Haiti's for the Chicago Cardinals. He
will work out OI Cooper's New
in
the past 10 years. tag year, capital city.
everything possible to gain the goodwill profession.
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GOING SOMEPLACE NIEITI4ER ome OF WUIALK‘
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Dear Mme Chante: I have your enolumn, it is simply wonseen your pen pal column in derful. I am trying to find
the Defender. I think you are someone who will have somedoing a very good job in help- thing in common with me —
ing people get what they de- making each other happy. So
sire. I would like to correspond many men just want to collect
with a gentleman between 30 photos and letters. Perhaps
and 40 who is interested in someone would be
sincerely
marriage and will settle down interested in my type. I am 5
and lead a decent and Christian feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 145
life. I am 5 feet, 4 inches tall, lbs, brownskin, 45 years old.
brown skin. My hobbies are Please do not answer if not
typing and domestic affairs. sincere. Miss Helen Harris,
Almena Thomas, 3 Young St., P. 0. Box 370, Newport News,
Spanish Town, Jamaica, W. 1. Va.
way PtDtti YOU SAY:6E1 10‘17...:NI AE vAIISPERED
Fr% YOU ‘3US1 8EAU1IFULLY IN
•••
• ••
tAEE BEIAND ME,
OVER Kt? MULDER....
LIME 137
.i.:_
)
.
Dear Mme Chante: I am 39 Dear Mme Chante: I am a
SANAN?
years old, have a good, steady lonely lady in my 40's, 5 feet,
, • 44444 kr
• '..;••
job with the government. I am 5 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs, light
1
20,1,11b• I.
•
•
ARM!It,/#,IiI•
•
brown skin, nice looking, pleas- brownskin, high school grad• 14
,
ing personality and understand- uate. I am interested in a
ing. I am seeking a wife and serious
minded
respectable
companion. Will exchange let- man with a job, between 40 and
ters and photo. Robert Thomas, t5. If sincere, please let me
4142-44 South
Parkway, Apt. hear from you. H. Wade, 6924
312, Chicago. 111.
St. Lawrence, Chicago 37, Ill.
• ••
•••
Dear Mme Chante: You are
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with men and so kind and helpful to so many
add
women of all ages. I am 25 people. Will you please
years old, 5 feet, 8 inches tall, these few lines to your column.
150 lbs, light complexion. Will I am a man who really loves
answer all letters. Miss D. M. church and I live a clean life.
Russell, 1623/
1
2 Fernwood, Tole- I am all alone — age 45, height
5 feet, 9 inches tall, 190 lbs,
do 7, Ohio.
•••
dark complexion. Would love
Dear Mme Chante: I have to meet a real nice lady who
happy
real
read your column for many would enjoy a
years and see how you have home. Please send picture with
helped many people. I am 25 first letter. All letters will be
years of age. Interested in a answered. R. Phillips, 1250 E.
young lady between 18-23, fair 87th St., Los Angeles 2, Calif.
• • •
complexion, weighing between
120 and 136 lbs. I am dark Dear Mme Chante: Kindly
NEW YORK, — (UPI) — "I letter George Washington wrote
brownskin, 140 lbs, 5 feet, 11 publish my name in your pen
Inches tall; born in Buffalo, pal column. I need pen pals in hope and pray that I die a poor in 1790 to the Hebrew CongregaBy SAM YETTE
campus coordinator.
The U. S. (through ICA) pro- for the Tuskegee staff team. N. Y. High school graduate. the United States. My hobbies man," said Morris Morgenstarn. tion at Newport, R. I. — The
It won't be easy. This uncon- United St ate s Government
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — The first A sixth members of the team, vides funds for teaching mate- Tuskegee provides the pei-son- Please include photo in first let- are, music, movies, reading
five members of the Tuskegee- Dr. (Mrs.) Florence Brown, rials, equipment and salaries nel and technical know-how. ters. All letters will be answer- and rock 'n roll. I am 20 years ventional financier is 79 years "Gives bigotry no sanction."
ed. William McBride, 171 Bruns- of age. Joseph Hope Tamakloe, old and skill making money at His greatest current delightis
Liberia Project team have land- presently on the staff of St.
Civil Service Commission, P. 0. the rate of "a high six figures" the election of John F. KennedY,
wick, Buffalo 8, N. Y.
ead in Monrovia, to launch a Louis University, will go to
- •••
Box 1618, Accra, Ghana, West a year. And he isn't throwing a Roman Catholic, as president.
program to develop badly-need- Liberia early next year.
Dear Mme Chante: I just love Africa.
money around on high living— "Now an Italian can be presied rural elementary teachers The five educational
advisors
he washes his own shirts, polish- dent, a Chinaman can be presiIn the West Africa Republic of already in Liberia are Mr. and
es his own shoes and recently dent—he makes it possible my
Liberia.
Mrs Pollard, Mr. and Mrs.
spread lunch for four on his grandson could run for presiDirected by education special- Sheley F. Lynem, and William
desk
with the proud announce- dent of the United States."
ist William B. Pollard, the team A. Pearson, all formerly of the
ment he got it "All just for $1." He began factoring -Kites for
will be joined within a year by St. Louis school system.
Morgenstern has made and lower East Side diamond merfive more educational advisors Liberia's need for trained elelost
a couple of fortunes since chants when he "as 14; he had
who will help develop and oper- mentary teachers is
MEMPHIS
—
(ANP)
—
The
rating
and
approving
Negro
acute.
discoverec
his financial wiz- already so proved his acumen
he
ate the R ur a 1 Elementary Africa's oldest republic,
the Southern Association of Colleges schools for years but did not
ardry while playing "buttons" that an older acquaintance petTeacher Training Institute in has some 500 schools of various and Secondary Schools at its
begin accepting them as memwith other immigrant boys in suaded a bank to lend him
Zorzor, 200 miles into the Libe- types, but only two colleges to closing session here admitted
bers until four years ago.
New York's lower East Side. $2,000 to start.
rian hinterlands.
serve her population of 3 mil- seven predominantly Negro colHe plans to give his present LIKES MONEY
At that time 63 Negro colleges
The project is an undertaking lion. Additionally, about 75 per leges to full membership.
fortune away, but not in a hur- "I liked the idea of money,"
Tuskegee Institute through cent of the rural elementary Admitted as full members were on the association's 'apry.
said Morgenstern. "The guy
a contract with the Internation- teachers have less than an were LeMoyne college of Mem- proved' list. In the last four
"I want to die in harness at who invented money was smart.
al Cooperation Administration eighth grade education, and phis, Bethune-Cookman college years, 41 of these approved
the age of 106 years old and The guy who invented interest
(ICA) and the government of have no special training for of Daytona Beach, Fla.; Fay- Negro colleges have been acthen
ask for an extension," he was a genius."
Liberia. It is similar to the teaching in rural schools.
etteville State Teachers college cepted as members of the assays gleefully. "That angel that By 1906, at the age of 25,
five-year technical assistance For the Institute Center at at Fayetteville, N. C.; Gram- sociation. Only one year recomes to get me, I'll give him Morgenstern and a brother had
program which Tuskegee Insti- Zorzor, the Liberian Govern- bling college
at Grambling, mains for the other 22 colleges
made their first million, through
the run around."
tute completed with the Re- ment has provided other houseHoratio Alger pales in the real estate investment. "In 1907
public of Indonesia last July. keeping facilities that include La.; South Carolina State col- to be accepted as members.
lege at Orangeburg, S. C.; Wifive-foot shadow of this diminu- we lost everything," he recallSUPERVISED
building and maintenance of ley college at Marshall, Texas, More than 200 Negro educators of the college and secondtive man. "My vacation is ed. "I went into the parks and
Supervised and implemented campus roads, landscaping, and
day with life," he said. sang."
level
every
ary
were
in
Memphis
for
and
Winston-Salem
Teachers
by the School of Education at building maintenance. The ReThen he went back to work
LIVES ON 73 CENTS A DAY
Tuskegee, the project has the public will further provide the college at Winston-Salem, N. C. the annual meeting of the SAC.
as
a real estate broker. And
Jew,
orthodox
devoutly
A
55.
Non-segregated
meetings
technical supervision of Dr. local teachers in training as The Southern Association, an
$2 million in 1929. "In three
lost
and
glorifies
God
Morgenstern
William A. Hunter, dean of the counterparts to the Tuskegee accrediting agency for colleges were held in thedowntown Peafreedom in a single years I was making money
American
school, and John P. Krouse, corps of advisors.
and secondary seheols, has been body hotel.
breath, Ile barely finished gram- again."
mar school—"A swindle; I. ran CAN SMELL GOOD DEAL
errands for the teacher"—and "I can smell a good piece of
quotes Shakespeare as readily business," he said. "The smartTWO A&T COLLEGE science pants and assigned to the as scripture. His money, on ness in a building loan is to get
students handle, carefully, atomic energy prolect. Look- profitable loan, has and is build- in and out, turn over as fast
fluids highly radioactive dur- ing on from rear are Dr. ing some of New York's most as you can. That's how I made
ing an experiment aboard the Gladys Royal, professor of Impressive buildings. Yet Mor- my money, keep churning that
Mobile Radioisotope Labora- chemistry at the college and genstern boasts, "I can get money."
philanthropy,
tory which visited the campus Thomas Stone, of the Oak along on 73 cents a day. I use Morgenstern's
Ridge Institute of Nuclear more, but I like the plain mostly through the foundation
recently. The students are:
that bears his name, ranges
Roy D. Flood, Coefield, N. C., Studies, in charge of the mo- things."
His proudest possession is the from "A Kingly funeral" in
major in biology and Harry bile unit.
three faiths for an "honest bum"
Wills, Bedford, Va., a major
hea came to know in Central
in chemistry, both National
Park, to grants of more than
Science Foundation under$100,0000 for interest-free stugraduate research particident loan funds at a group of
universities.
"Every Sabbath morning we
may a special prayer," Morgenstern said it in Hebrew and
translated: "He who gives
SAN FRANCISCO — (ANP)Shining brass and silver are money away for good worldy
By OTTO E. STURM
1-:vangelist Billy Graham has
polished. Furniture is moved things God will pay him back."
,cored the too easy require"I am the example. God has
ments for membership in many NEW YORK — (UPI) — This and clean rugs are cleaned. It's been good to me."
is the time of the year when I murder. The other day I manAmerican churches,
aged to wheedle Albert, 16,
"Christ never allowed men wish they'd stop talking about
away from the telephone and
someand
do
fall-out
shelters
to straddle the fence," he said.
Carol, almost 11, from the teleHe always demanded a choice." thing about a shelter from a vision set long enough to renew
peril that's here and now.
Referring to the integration
place of our acquaintance and have a
crisis in New Orleans,
the I am referring to a
husbands and off- chat.
for
refuge
Baptist evangelist said.:
spring of women who come "Kids," I said, "I know things
"Many southerners have the down every year with what I are tough with the house sort
idea they can bury their heads call the pre-Christmas jitters. of upside down, but I want you A safe, effective vaccine
in the sand, and when they This Yuletide affliction sets to be extra kind and patient against measles appears to be
wake up the race problem will in about the time the last rem- with your mother for the next close at hand, the- December
be over."
nants of the Thanksgiving tur- couple of weeks. It's time you journal of the American MediLIBERIA BOUND: The ?as- International Airport before rogues Pollard, 15, Mr. and son. In front row are other
He said the problem exists key have been consumed. One learned there's more to the cal Association said.
kegee•Liberia educational ad- takeoff by jet aircraft to Li- Mrs. William Pollard, at., three Pollard children: Gaye both north and south, and de- fine day the lady, or head of facts of life than the birds and Or. Harris D. Riley, Jr., of
visors and their families beria last week. They are Mr. and Mrs. Sheley F. Ly- 10, William, Jr., 13, and Gayle, manded Christian courage and the house looks at the calendar the bees. There's Christmas Oklahoma City, in a journal
pause at New York Idlewild (left to right), back row: Ye- aem, and William A. Pear- 10.
cleaning, whether it's needed editorial, described successful
and yells:
commitment everywhere.
"Ye gads! It's only about or not. Without it, there just immunization of school chilthree weeks to Christmas and wouldn't be any Chrismas for dren and patients in an instituMom, And don't worry about tion for the mentally retarded
11Crtutee *0,44.sat lititIKINI Attain itilt
look at this house!"
DOWS *MEN Motitti tali) /ALA....
I look. What, I wonder, is that desperate look on her face with a live virus vaccine...
imam II 401 DOWN look wiasivR
wrong? Everything seems to when she's working around the "The vaccine appeared to
NOW....
be in the tidy, apple-pie order house these days. Believe me, have a highly protective effect
I've come to take for granted she's happy as—well, happy as against measles," Riley said.
after 25 years of Mag's house- anybody could be."
He reported that 17 of the 19
keeping.
And, folks, if you try to tell unvaccinated patients in the
The yuletide jitters last until me you can talk a woman out mental hospital developed measthe final ornament is placed of the pro-Christmas jitters, les during a subsequent epion the Christmas tree. They I'll tell you about the year demic, while none of the 111
are marked by a wild flurry of when we had them even though vaccinated patients in the same
brooms, mops, vacuum clean- Mag's right arm was in a cast. ward contracted the disease.
ers, dustpans, polishing rags And, of course, about Christ- Among school children, Riley
and curtain stretchers in a mas Eve of 1949 when she re- said, there were no cases of
hectic race against time.
luctantly put away the broom measles among the 26 youngWell-polished furniture and and dustpan and checked in at sters vaccinated, despite exposfloors are waxed. Clean cur- the hospital—just about two ure to the disease both at home
tains and drapes are changed. hours before Carol arrived. and at school,
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IT IS!
THE CONTEST

You've Been Welting For!
A GALAXY OF PRIZES!

25
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.
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BIG
PRIZES.
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CONTESTS
IN Otit!

3 BICYCLES WILL

AIR

BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961

NOW

A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS."
1 TWO CONTESTS IN ONE

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!
MAIL or BRING to THE TR1-STATE DEFENDER
CLIP AND MAIL
01141

RULES:
I. The neatest will I. based so the numb*, of year average increase
2. Teat base win Ira the number of papers you sold for October 24.
3. no hasp for any maw hay will be 0.

TRI - STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

PRIZES FOR REGULAR BOYS
over your base.

4. Yew sompletis menet meet he made every we•k.
Z. You must sell papers sock week of the contest.
Rarpley•es at the Tri-State Defender and ownalsen of their family ere ineligible
he this caatest.

Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
CONTEST DATES: October 5 thru January II, 1961

1st Bicycle (Rollfast Middle
Weight)
2nd Bicycle (Rollflast Middle
Weight)
3rd Bulova Wrist Watch
4th DeWald 3-way Radio
5th Catcher's Mit
6th Fielder's Glove
7th Football Helmet
Sth Shoulder Pads

9th Rollfast Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
1 1 th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Cherricraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Barrel! Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
1st Bicycle (Rollfast)
2nd Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera

I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers( )I would like a route
)

4th Build-it-yourself Motor Kit
5th-6th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

MIDDLE
CITY

LAST NAME

AGE

ZONE
SOY

STATI
GIRL

world Dim ma ear I OuglIter to make some spending rnoney gni set 1
early trashiest training like most ef Anitrica's groat men.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN

•

DEFEMBEI
A

•

9

BAXTER'S CLOTHES FACTORY
PRICED TO YOU!

4

EVERY KIND OF-FASHION FOR EVERY TASTE
AVAILABLE IN PATTERNS

•

.

By: Evelyn Cunningham

. .
•

'The only trouble about a
new style is that you never
like to mete too big an investment until you are certain
you like it and that it beIconic. you. It is natural and
,wise to be cautious about
'sharp changes. No matter bow
exciting a style may appear
at first glance, it is always
best to weigh carefully two
things: is it for me? is it a

sports and casual wear. It
was a boon to the woman
who was not comfortable or attractive in slacks and shorts
and it was an answer to male
critics who insisted that pants
on women were "too masculine."

The reappearance 0. culottes
this season has proven a
smash hit. So widely have they
been accepted that they are
passing tad?
now to be found in stylish
walking
suits, cocktail
dresses
and
lounging robes.
Not really new, but curWhere formerly they were more
'ready staging a big comeor less confined to summer
back, the culotte looks like
it will be on the scene for wear, they are now being
some time to come. A divided worn throughout the four
skirt, it was introduced a seasons and are being made
of all fabrics.
number of years ago. It was
used primarily for active

jumper dress pattern (McCall's
Pattern No. 5517). Of speciall
interest is the back-wrapped'
and back-buttoned detail. Mei
jumper is made here in
hunter green synthetic fabric.
The same pattern also includes a sheath dress with }gore skirt and loos sleeves
that may be worn under the
jumper. The sheath has a
jewelry neckline. The 7-gore
gathered skirt of the jumper
has large patch pockets in the
side and front seams. Fabrics
and colors may be combined
for an outfit that can be used
for many occasions. Suggested
fabrics are jersey, tweed,
flannel and synthetic mixtures.

CHRISTMAS
LAY -AWAY SALE

Make Baxter's your first stop for the men and young men in your
family. Choose from our large selection of top quality clothes at
factory-to-you prices!
$1.00 will put any suit in lay-away.

Culottes are typical of the
fresh, new styles created by
McCall's that can be made by
the home sewer at a minimum
expense.

11 II III II IIIIIIIII II IIII I III I II II IIIIII11IIIIIIII I I I I II I I I I I III II I I III I I I I II I I III IIIII IIIIII I I 1 III1III I I I I I 1.

HUNDREDSOF PAIRS
OF NEW FALL

The culottes pictured are
made of beige and brown
tweed, irith an overblouse of
cocoa velveteen. (McCall's
Pattern No. 5653). The division is apparent only when the
wearer is walking or standing
astride. Otherwise, it looks
like a deep kick pleat: Only
three pattern pieces are required for the culottes. And,
it's as easy as A-B-C to
apply the new Talon Magic
Zip side placket zipper with
the woven sewing guide line
when following the concise
instructions in the package.

•
Culottes.., the newsiest fashion
this Fall. And the divided-skirt
is as big fashion news in
Paris as it promises to be on
American college campuses' Our
culottes are street length and are
made of handsome tweed. Velveteen overblouse is given an
elegaat new-look turtle neck and
a casually looped belt. For an
evening-at-borne as seen here
Of for as active sports ensemble
.
. McCall's Pattern #3633.

to

Misses 10-18. 65.

The pattern also carries
pieces and instructions for
shorter, above -the -knee
culottes, pants and an overblouse without the roll collar
and belt. Among fabrics that
may be used for any of the
parts are oxford cloth, jersey,
knits, velveteen, corduroy,
flannel, plaid wools, and
sharkskin.

The other dress was made
from a ilisseea,, and junior

SLACKS
Start at $399 to Si 295 I
ENTIRE STOCK OF
LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
The back-buttoning Jumper debuts
as a dress, sporting hemline
patch pockets, a gathered skirt
and "V"-ed back neckline. This
Is only bait of a timely two-some
by McCall's. Sheath designed to
go beneath is left perfectly
plain — a straight line skirt;
long, narrow sleeves; jewel neckline. For perfect fit and fashion's
finishing touch — neck and side
zipper closings by Talon. Sheath
and go-itmlone jumper both is
McCall's Pattern F3517. Junior
11-13 and Wises'. 10-18. 634t.

PLAIDS, STRIPES
A WIDE ARRAY
OF SPARKLING
SOLID COLORS

&

s
=
=
=
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$2"1

JACKETS
CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE SELECTION

:,-F.
E.
51
9

i S

Miss LeMoyne Affair
SALESMEN AND
*Set For December 16
SALESWOMEN WANTED
The Miss LeMoyne corona- fraternities and campus organition boll in Bruce Hall, Friday zations.
night, Dec. 16, is going to be
the most colorful affair in the
history of the college, according to members of the sponsoring body, the Student Council.
Lavish decorations and scenery are being designed for the
hall and E. late report revealed
that there will be 18 pretty
girls in Miss LeMoyne's royal
court. Larry Muhoberac and
his orchestra will play for the
coronation and the dance that
will follow.
. Miss Florida Joyce Adams,
Mail In Your News
a senior, will be crowned Miss
Stories To The
LeMoyne by the outgoing titleholder, Miss Ernestine Lee,
also a senior.
In Miss Adams' court vill be
the three runners-up in the
Miss LeMoyne contest: Miss
Countess Johnson, Miss Shirley
236 South Wellington
Wilson and Miss Eddye Nell
Post Office Box 311
Feaster. Four class queens
We will be happy to
will be in the court! Miss Jo
publish it for you
Anne Ingram (Miss Freshman), Miss Georgette T. Mc"Free" of Any
Kinney (Miss Sophomore),
Charges
Miss Sadie Collins (Miss JunDouior), and Miss Geraldine
thet (Miss Senior).
Others in the court will be
Queens selected by sororities,

NOTICE!
Al) Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Tri-State
Defender

LOOK
Rooms&

•

•

ALTERATIONS
OF ALL TYPES
ROOFING
SIDING
METAL SCREENS
STORM DOORS &
WINDOWS
PLUMBING
ELECTRICAL WORK
INSULATION
WEATHERSTRIPPING
CONCRETE WORK
TERMITE WORK
WINDOW GUARDS
IRON RAILING
PLASTIC TILE
CERAMIC TILE
HEATING EQUIPMENT
Of ALL TYPES
WATER TANKS
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
PAINTING
METAL AWNINGS
KITCIIENS
OF ALL TYPES
CENTRAL
AIR CONDITIONING
NO MONEY DOWN
F.H.A. TERMS
CALL
W.W: MELTON

5-7746

E
5

TO
"
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If you could read your man's mind,

you'd find a new sports coat looming large in his dreams for Christmas. Why not reward his wishful
thinking with one of the handsome
aumbers we're showing?

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week

$1895

and $2495

We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replys to advertising.

WHEREVER YOU GO
WHATEVER YOU DO

YOU'LL LOOK YOUR

"HOLIDAY BEST" in a

•

POST OFFICE BOX 311

HANDSOME

Memphis, Tennessee

NEW SUIT

100r, All Wool .. Flannels and hard worsted
cravenette .. Super silicone finish repels rain
and stains,also durably moth proof.

CHURCHES PREACH
BROTHERHOOD AND
PRACTICE INTOLERANCE
Bishop James A. Pike indicts—in Look Magazine—the Christian
Church for not practicing what it preaches. Pike charges that
"Many 'righteous pillars' of the church fear the 'lily-white' composition of the congregation may be disturbed." What does Pike
say about integration of Roman Catholic schools in New Orleans?
And how has the fear of integration helped the growth of Protestant day schools? Bishop Pike, in his outspoken LOOK article,
CHRISTIANITY IS IN RETREAT,strikes at the decline of Christian ethics, talks about "white-collar" theft and graft, and hits out
at lack of courage in the clergy. It's in the issue of LOOK at your
newsstands now.

TODAY...GET

SPORT
ATS

$2995 to 1895
Alterations Free

B

AXTER
Clothes

R

3 - Locations - 3

LAMAR•AIRWAYS SHOPPING CENTER
2272 LAMAR An.
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1911 SOUTH THIRD ST.
Across From Sears
544 North Watkins

All Three Baxter Stores Open Until 9 P.M.
For Customer's Convenience

10
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SIKHS ENTERTAIN — Mem- party and installation services in the dinner session and those and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson. officers. Photo right is of
bers of the Sikhs club enter- — combined. Pictured above connected with installing the Mr. Hobson, Manassas High Sikhs wives and friend. Front
tained last week with a dinner are some of the participants officers. Center picture is Mr. school principal, installed the from left are Mrs. Nathaniel

•
SOCIETY •
•
Merry •
•
•
Go-Round •

Jackson, Miss Bobble Curry,
guest; Mrs. Thaddeus Horne,

Mrs. J. B. Clark and Mrs. left are Mesdames Pedtlf."
Marion Harris. Behind, from Swarez and James M. Greene:—
Staff photos by Billy Duncan.----

pink and deep rose tapers,
man, Tuskegee and LeMoyne
bewitching against the aqua!
colleges. These
contributionS
walls in the background.
are in keeping with the sororiTHOSE SAUVE SIK4IS
ty's national project, "The PreTHE SIKHS CLUB, an organivention and Control of Juvenile.
zation of men whose activities
Deliquency," by aiding childttga,
evolve around providing magand youth.
.,._..,
nificent formal events for la- WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Fund, and both alumnae and A rededication to the ideals of meetings of 1959 and 1960, Is The national project for tbea
"New
Orleans
Four,"
the
sig
Zeta
Phi
Beta
Sorority,
Inc.
furnishing
undergraduate chapters will
a double bedroom in 40th Anniversary program
dies fair, held their second
of
annual dinner last Saturday year old girls being integ -kited contribute gifts for the six-year will occure during the dedica- the Sorority house. Mrs. Ber- the sorority is geared to foster
first
two
grade
New
in
the
of
nice
A.
olds.
E.
Callaway,
past family care
night at Fuller Golf Course
tion of its National headquarand
adoptiopa
All the superlatives of the Eng Orleans schools will be guests Monies left over from the par- ters at 1734 New Hampshire basileus and national officer which the chapter has plane.
lish language could be brought of honor at a Delta Sigma The- ty will go into a Fund to in- ave., N. W., Washington, D. C. will attend the dedication activ- for more active participation in
ities.
into play in describing the ele- ta Christmas party in New sure a gift filled Xmas for the Dec. 27-30.
the community.
gance of the affair. The dinner Orleans, Sunday, Dec. 18, ac- families of the "New Orleans The executive board of the Recent activities of the chapNoJeanne
L.
to
Dr.
eord.ng
at eight black tie event comFour," should they face eco- sorority under the dynamic ter have been the re-election sof
menced with cocktails, followed ble, Delta National President, nomic reprisal. (One of the leadership
Grand 1959 officers, with Mrs. Loretof
the
ta H. Kateo as Basileus. The
by champagne. The banquet Each Negro elementary school girls' fathers has already lost Basileus,
Dr. Deborah Part- Christmas
cheer brought contable was a scene of pre-Christ- in New Orleans has been asked his job because of the integraWolfe
college,
of
ridge
Queens
to send one first grade student
tributions to children's bureau
temphis Greekdom dominat- Plan to dance with "Mr. or mas artistry, with a centerpiece to the party, which will be at- tion move.)
New York, will meet in session. to purchase
gifts for children
es a.large segment of the spot-Miss Collegiate of 1961," Dec. of red-robed choir boy candles tended by an expected 300 stu- This is the fouith such Xmas Sorors from all over the counin foster homes, child welfare
featuring
a robed acoloyte
has
Theta
Sigma
Delta
party
light, this week, the news emit- 30. Contact Memphis Links for and
dents, their families, friends
try will make the pilgrimage division of the department of
mating from the Memphis Pan bids, $1.50 per person. Contest- candle, flanked by softly glow- and distinguished citizens
of sponsored with the support of and attend the open house ac- Public Welfare, Traveler's Aid
cathedral
miniature
candles,
ing
its membership. Delta has a
Hellenic Council, announcementiants names nd pictures wlll
New Orleans.
tivities.
Society and pantry shower for
of:the new slate of officers'appear in a later publication. all casting a soft glow in the Ninta Claus will distribute membership of 28,000 in 267
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Jessie Mahan center.
red-berried
leaves
which
holly
Disthe
states,
40
in
chapters
regently elected, and the Fall AKA PARTY
children unMemphis, acclaimed outstand- Scholarships payments have
surrounded the unusual and gias to all of the
ag-Winter calendar of events. GRADUATE
der a big gaily decorated Xmas trict of Columbia and foreign ing chapter at the 1959 Boule been made for deserving young
AKA'S held a utterly bewitching scene.
Liberia.
chapters in Haiti and
..Genial Cecil D. Goodlow, a soignee
Continental Party fea- Further down the beautifully tree and a high school band
and South Central Regional women in attendance at Spelmeinber of phi Beta Sigma turing Miss
In 1957, the Delta party was
musical
provide
to
agreed
has
Elizabeth Lam- appointed table were huge white
for the "Little Rock Nine," in
Frii,ernity, is the new chair- bright and
Mrs. Lillian Greg- holiday candles with rosey-hued entertainment. Some entertain1958 for the Chania Medical
max. to be ably supported by oi_y— of The Boyd's
perform.
also
will
ers
Import House interiors and a garland of holly
Center in Kenya, East Africa,
Willard Bell, the vice chair- of Clevelnd,
FUND
SET
UP
Ohio, Sunday Dec. leaves and berries posed on red
man of Omega Psi Phi Fra-14 at the lovely
Delta Sigma Theta national of- and in 1959, for "The Lost Class
English Tudor
ternity;
Miss Velma
Lois styled home of Dr. and Mrs. satin ribbon down the center of ficers and alumnae chapters of P7,r.ce Echvard County," Virthe table. Adding to the breathmoney to a Xmas gina.
Jones, recording Secretary, Al. W. O.
Speight, jr., at 1865 S. taking scene was the beauty will contribute
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority; Parkway East.
More than 125 of the first course, halved pineMts. E. Lorene Osborne, cor- persons viewed
and had their apples filled with delectabire
relponding secretary, Delta pick of handsome
items of gift shrimp and pineapple chunks.
SiiIma Theta Sorority; Harold and household
objects from for- The main course featured prime
II. Osborne, treasurer, Alphaeign markets
in 26 foreign trip sirloin steaks and bakPhi Alpha Fraternity: Elmer countries.
ed stuffed potatoes, sparkling
Henderson.
sergeant-at-arms,
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity; The elegant cultural event burgundy wine, coffee, hot rolls
Mrs. C. P. Roland. parliamen- received warm acclaim from and followed by King Alphonse
A rededication to the ideals Memphis, acclaimed outstandtartan, Sinma Gamm Rho Sor-Iguests attending from three until cordials, creme de cocoa and
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. ing chapter at the 1959 Houle
nine o'clock as they perused cream.
ority: and Mrs. Bertha P. Ray,
Regional
dedica- and South Central
Chaplain. Zeta Phi Beta Sot.- lovely items of china, silver, Twas indeed a dinner fit for will occur during the
meetings of 1959 and 1960, is
ority. The officers will be in- crystal, brass, ebony, ivory, Gods, a delightful experience of tion of its National headquar- furnishing a double bedroom In
1
Cooked Meals .
jewelry and children's toys dis- eating and partaking of the
stalied 1/1 January.
teis at 1734 New Hampshire the Sorority house. Mrs. Bernplayed amid the handsomely fine art of melding gourmet
ice A. E. Callaway, past basilFALL AND WINTER CAL- appointed home
of the Speights. viviands with cultural hospital- ave. N. W., Washington, D. C. eus and national officer will
ENDAR EVENTS . . . Last Satairs. Speight, as official host- ity which has few peers in our Dec. 27-30.
attend the dedication activitips.
ess, was a study of elegant midsts.
The executive board of the Recent activities of the chapr"al pantry phower for Jessie chic in a
gold brocade shirt- President Alfredo Saffold was sorority under the dynamic ter have been th re-elction of
•
Mahan Cerner, items donated
waist
dress
featuring a culotte a wonderful host, as was busi- leadership of the Grand Basil- 1959 officers, with Mrs. Loretby the eight member organiskirt, adorned with a gold kid ness manager James M. Greene eus, Dr. Deborah Partridge ta H. Kateo as Basileus. The
rations.
belted waistline and wearing and members Marion Harris, Wolfe of Queens college, New annual custom of spreading
Thetieh several events of pale green satin pumps.
Miss Thaddeus Horne, Harold Wilson, York, will meet in session. Sor- Christmas cheer brought conthe Fall caleedar have ensued, Velma Lois Jones, project
chair-! Nathaniel Jackson, Pedro Suar- ors from all over the country tributions to children's bureau
Including Alpha Kappa Alpha man, was lovely
will make the pilgrimage and to purchase gifts for children
in black as ez. J. B. Clark.
Sorority's presentation of Miss she registered guests at
thet Highlight of the distinctive attend the open house activi- in foster homes, child welfgre
Alpha Brawner in recital, Del- door. Black was also worn
by i party was the installation of ties.
division of the department of
ta Sigma Theta Sorority's an- many members of
the organi- officers held by Louis B. Hob- Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Public Welfare, Traveler's Aid
nual presentation of the Ebony zation who served
as hostesses, son, principal of Manassas High
Society and pantry shower for
Fashion Fair. Omega Psi Phi4nd other afternoon dresses
of School, who served as master Arygle St. Plans are in high Jessie Mahan center.
Fraternity's formal dance held bright hues blended beautifully
of ceremonies. Charging offi- gear for their annual pre-Len- Scholarship payments have
on Thaet-se'vine nieht, and ylith the smart
aquamarine cers to be faithful, loyal and ten Charity Ball, which will be been made for deserving young
Alpha Phi Aleha Fraternitv'siwalls and carpeting
of the liv- diligent, Mr. Hobson installed held on February 10.
women in tttendance at Spelbenefit danee held after Thanks- log and dining rooms of
the Alfredo Saffold as president, THE COETTES will hold their man, Tuskegee and LeMoyne
giving and falineed by the distinctive home.
Children's Thaddeus, Horne as vice presi- annual Chirstmas Ball Dec. 29th colleges. These contributions
same orzanization's public meet- items were displayed in the
dent, Harold Wilson as corre- at LeMoyne Commons with are in keeping with the sororing featuring Atty. Russell W. library, and the dining room
sponding secretary, Marion Har- Gene (Bowlegs) Miller provid- ity's national project, "The
Sugarmon as guest speaker last was transformed into a haven
ris as treasurer, J. B. Clark ing the music and chanteuse Prevention and
Control of
Sunday evening at Centenary of magnificent table appointas chaplain, James M. Greene Carla Thomas doing the sing- Juvenile Delinquency," by aidMethodist Church, and Alpha ments on the credenza and
table, as business manager, Pedro Sair ing. The event will honor Dr. ing children and youth.
Kappa Alpha Sorority's Con- the latter overlaid with an
ex-Ir e z sergeant-at-a r m s and
Hollis F. Price, president of The national project for the
tinental Party held Sunday be- quisite embroidered
cutworldThomas Vann as parltamen- LeMoyne and Prof.
Blair T. 40th Anniversary program of
fore last — featuring imports cloth of sheer linen.
tarian, the latter in absentia.
Hunt, co-chairman of the United the sorority is geared to foster
from 26 foreign countries . . .
Special guests at the party
Negro College Fund Drive, family care and adoptions
There is mere to come — to Refreshments were served in;
the well-appointed bar room of; were the wives and sweethearts which is
which the chapter ha3 plans
wit:
now in progress.
the home, with silver service of the organization: Mrs. James
KaPPA AT DI-T si PSI FBA- appointments presided over by M. Greene. Mrs. Pedro Sue- Your Scribe's pride and joy, for more active participation
community.
TERNITY will sponsor its an- Mrs. Annie Belle Saunders, a 1.ez, Mrs. J. B. Clark, Mrs. Lynne, celebrated her 13th in the
nual Kanpa Karnival at Cur;study in pale beige and Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson, Mrs. Thad- birthday at a gay party held at
re's Club Tropicana, Friday, Grace Williams. Miss Carole deus Horne, Mrs. Marion Her- the Universal Life Insurance
Jan. 13.
IJamison was chairman of the rig. Miss Bobbie Jean Currie, Dining Roors last Friday night,
SIGMA CAMMA RHO SOB- refreshment committee.
Mrs. Louis B. Hobson, Thad- where records and dancing,
ORITY will present the Bis- Other hostesses were Mrs, deus Stokes and 'your scribe.' Iparty fare served from a bufhop's Players "Boy With kcallie Stevens. Mrs. Sadie Ma- Mr. Hobson also called upon fet table overlaid with beige
Cot." Saturday, Feb. 4.
ilone. Mrs. Helen Shelby. Mrs. the Sikhs to be concerned with lace over pink, centered by a
PHI PFTA F.Ic7MA FRA- Joan Bramlett Taylor and Miss the cultural side of life as was?pink Christmas tree and bearing
TERNITY will seansor a bene- Gloria (lark: and other mem• so dramatically done at their pink glittered love birds. Young
fit dance at Currie's Club hers assisted in the viewing of party, and with the political and guests delighted to the pink frapTropicana, Friday. Feb. 10. the unusual display.
civic affairs of the community. pe punch, canapes and hors d'
ZETA PHI BETA SOROR- Gracious Miss Lambright eave President Saffold responded to oeuvres, and other party fare,
TTY's Finer Womanhood Week a cultural and historical back- the address by the speaker by and joined in the customary Christmas exercises of the
will he observed February 26 ground talk on each of the pledging a continuation of their Happy Birthday refrain as South Memphis Kindergarten's
through March 5, and will fea- assembled groupings and her program of quality deeds and Lynne blew out her candles Christmas program will be
from a 'cake table featuring held Friday morning, Dec. 16,
ture a public prneram.
assistant, Mrs. Gregory. charm- affairs for their ladies.
And, AT HA KAPPA ALPHA ingly explained the handicrafts The lovely event was Indeed pink tapers in crystal candelbra,
10 a. m. Teacher is Mrs. Marie
SORORITY will present the of the artisans in the jgwelry a reminder that the romance which flanked her white birthLittle
and pastor is Rev, L. H.
pink
featuring
roses
cake
day
Louis Johnsen anee Company, and linens area.
associated with the days when
Sunday. Feb. 26. at Music Hall, The House of Boyd sponsors knighthood was in flower have and pink candles, surrounded Aldridge.
Ellis auditorium.
Children of the Kindergarthese Continental parties in not vanished from the world, by pink and white chrysantheten are Stephanie Moss, Moret-i
Memnhians. doubtless, will be metropolitan areas- throughout and that in our midst are gal- mum a.
pleased to look forward to each the country, and Memphis was lant kinights of the 20th century. Attending were John Arnoldl ta Taylor, Jacqueline Brownof these outstanding contribu- indeed fortunate to have had who proye by their actions that III, Diana Briscoe, Maudette lee, Linda Robinson, Carleth
tions to the social and cultural the opportunity to benefit from chivalry is indeed yet very Brownlee, Mat Olivia Byes, An- Green, Debra Spencer, Gloria
uplift of the community.
the cultural aspects of the much alive.
nette Corley, Elizabeth and Lenton, Pamela Curry, Angela
LINKS' CONTEST
1-15-G'S
affair.
Claiborne Davis, Edgar Davis, F. Moore, Judy M. Marshall,
The Memphis Chapter of Throughout the afternoon and The .TUG's are very much in III, Linda Hargraves, Clarese Alga Patterson, Barbara ColWatch the Christmas smiles light up this year when you "Promise
Links inc. is sponsoring a DAP eve.ning, soft music wafted fromithe news these days, what with and Sandra Hobson, Dalton lins. James Collins, Connell
tilarity contest among lkiemnhis 'he stereo hi-fl . . and an air the announcement of their new Hooks, Georgia Yyndom,George Short, Donald Walton, Jean
Princess" ... the lovely little extension phone with the dial that lights.
College students in our varimie of subAned gaiety permeatedinroject of providing counsel- Lowe. Rochester Meet)', Joseph Crawford, Lewis Williams, BerFor bedside,chairside, moat everywhere, you'll find no other gift so friendly,
schools of higher learning. The the entire home, as guestaIling services for unwed mothers and Chew Shanonn, Myrna Wil- tram Williams, Charles Clark,
contest will be culminated with meandered throughout, and re- and financing
so warm, so practical, so pretty. And the Princess phone speaks volumes
a
program liams. Emmet and Cary Woods, Harry Lobbing, Jerome William,
a dance, Friday evening, Dec. taxed in the handsome den An through Family Service to Robert Davidson, William Charl- Andrew William, Tony Jones,
for you ... tells that special someonc.
, how much you care.
30. at Currie's Club Tropicana. arrangement of beautifully tint- curb illegitimacy among high es Hurd, Diane and Joseph Larry Jones, Birdell Robinson,
The student selling the high- ed pink and white Fuiji chrysan- school girls who are concerned Westbrooks. Carol and (Ted Donald McDade and Anthony
To give a Princess phone just call our Business Office for "Holiday
est number of dance bids will themums, the sororin '- colors, about their plight as ridates to McDaniel, Ha I vern H. John- Yarbrough.
Promise" gift certificate. Check with us soon and "Promise a Princess".
receive at awards .
piano their future and their families. son, Allan Thigpen, Fay
$100 lent a colorful oote
savings bond for first prize; in the drawing room.
ad by The program of education Is in- McKay, Larry Suarez, Jan- FACULTY GATHERS
The LeMoyne College faculty
W
John
a ‘50 00 savings bond, and a interesting statuettes another deed needed
et
Patterson.
$25 savings bond for the second interesting scene was the mantle1 In this regard. Mrs Loretta Williams, Robert Ratcliffe, jr , and staff and their fatnilies will
and third prizes. The proceeds over the fireplace, with a col Kateo was guest of the JUG's1Joyce Cochrane, Carmella Guy, gather together in the faculty
will go towards aiding the Links lection of ebony heads and stat- at their meeting last SaturdayTwyla Miles Starr Harvey and lounge Sunday, Dec. 18, from
In furthering their interest in uettes from Africa and/ black night held at the lovely home ,ynne'a cousins Kathy and Rosa- 4 p.m. to 6 a m for their ana
nual Christmas observance.
local civii activities.
metal candelabra holding slim of Yrs. Josephine Bridges on lyn ilea.
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Deltas To Sponsor
N. 0. Xmas Party
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Area Zetas To Hold
Dedication In D.C.

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

Get Complete'

Pictorial
Coverage
In The
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Clean, Convenient

Area Zetas To Get
Natl. Office Space

Hotel
QUEEN I
ANNE I

1228 Vance at Third
Home
Telephone
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On

Weddings
Anniversaries
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Club Events
Banquets

i Call: JA. 6-8397
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Let this lovely little phone
light up the season

for someone you love
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A GUM TO GOOD

"lady."
To mike a .1:,.rfeet cake you
niust ohserve these processes
where they are called for: To
,tir is to blend ingredients with
Wk. Of Dec. 17-23, 1960
By
a hori,,in a! circular motion.
ar this i.e a spoon, preferably,
GRACE WILLIAMS
a wooden spoon.
My Mother keeps in two big
To cream is to work fat and
books
sugar srth .he hand or the back
The secrets of the things she of spoon and the sides of the As we come again to the held at a very early date, and
cooks,
howl until t ese ingredieets are Christmas season, may we be the Christmas lighting protect.
learn
to bake, smooth and creemy.
If I could
mindful of the true meaning of The chairman Mrs. Martha
I'd send my brother Bill a cake. To beat is to blend ingredients Christmas. That it is not a Lacey and her
committee are
mother
says
it's
bard to rapidly with a vertical circular season to exchange
But
gifts with urging the citizens of Humboldt
learn
motion to enclose as much air our friends, but it is a Season to co-operate by putting some
How to bake a cake that as possible. for this a slatted of "Peace and Goodwill," not kind of lights or
decorations in
never burns.
spoon is best.
for a short while but all the window, door or yard. Prizes
"Lullaby" of Mother Goose. To whip, a term usually ap- years to come.
will be given to the most inThis is the time of year when plied to light mixtures and Sunday night Dec. 4, at the teresting
presentation. Anyone
cakes and Mother Goose come creams, is like "to beat." Use St. James Baptist church the may enter, but must fill a
In for some very serious con- a flat wire egg whip for the Lane College Choir under the blank before Dec. 19, a tour of
sideration. Traditionally cake egg whites, a spiral wire whip
direction of Prof. Owens was the lighted area will be made
has been a part of .religious for cream.
presented by the Outlook club. Dec. 24.
festivals since earliest time. In To fold in is to combine two
Outlook club was organiz- Beautiful gifts were distributThe
England as elsewhere, nearly previously
mixtures.;ed in 1952 for charitable and ed as Sunshine friends for the
beaten
everry religious occasion was Heap the lighter on the heavier
cultural advantages. Miss Ethel year were revealed and Christcelebrated with cake of one
mixture. Use a spoon or a rub- Seets is president of the club. mas presents presented. Plans
another,
to
this
day
and
or
sort
ber or plastic cake scraper. Mrs. Addie Roe was crowned are being made for the annual
there is something serious about
down through the mixture Mrs. Outlook for 1961.
Cut
Christmas party to be given
an English Cake which our own with a down stroke. Lift the
FriDec.
29th in the home of Mr.
The
Booklovers
met
club
as
"Black
frivolous sweets lack.
mixture gently and place day night with Mrs. Johnella and Mrs. William Baskervilie.
lower
the devil, heavy as sin, sweet it over the top mixture. Repeat
Bryant, The Pres. Mrs. Mattie After an expression of conas young love," is the way one this motion until the two mixDavis presided over the busi- fidence in the leadership of the
Englishman has described the
tures are blended.
ceremonial cake of his coun- Other hints for glamourous ness. Final plans were made Officers Mrs. Jennie S. Vance
re-elected
for the annual winter party to was unanimously
try; solid, romantic, and fre- cakes:
be given Jan. 6, 1961 in the President with the following..
quently good.
must be meas- Library of Stigall high school. elected to help Mesdames CotTo us, cakes are glamorous, 1 Ingredients
accurately.
Vice
Pres.;
ured
The members also made plans trel Thomas,
a conversation piece. And durshould be to give baskets to needy fam- Olga V. Baskerville, asst. sec.;
ing this pre-holiday time every 2 Flour and sugar
before it ilies during
the
Christmas Lena Reid, treas.; Drucilla
designing homemaker is brush- sifted, the former
flour season. After
the
measured.
Sift
Is
the
business Tuggle, instructor; Enid Sims..
ing up on her baking technique,
alter it is meas- games weer played and enjoy• reporter.
times
three
pretty
picture
her
because
ed by all. A delicious menu The Secretary, Miss Lila.
Christmas cake is sure to be ured.
Northcross organized the club
the center of interest when she 3 Have all ingredients at was enjoyed by all.
GETS WARRANT
entertains during the holidays, room temperature.
in 1955. The hostesses served
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
and this interest has been known 4 Butter is for cakes. Aba very delicious menu from a
club
met in the beautiful home beautiful table covered with ..
shartsning
solutely,
no
other
the
cook.
to extend to
of
Miss
Simson,
9th
ave.,
Enid
Or it may be that you are re- gives cakes the quality that
lace, with a center piece of a
with Mrs. Cottrell Thomas serv- silver Christmas tree with red.
viving the old definition of lady, butter does.
PTA Band uniform drive. The "cake-giver." But whether you 5 Add the flavor to the but- ing as co-hostess. After a most balls.
beautiful and inspiring devoQueen was crowned in an im- bake a cake as an attention ter and sugar mixture.
Miss Mabel Northcross and'
pressive ceremony at a meet- getter, or a gift, the gesture is For other suggestions or rec tion given by Mrs. Dorothy Mc- brother Herman
Northcrosas
keener
ing of the PTA. Prof. Alonzo one of fellowship that adds to ipes call the Memphis Dairy Kinney, the group felt a
sense of responsibility to "Put have been here for a few days
D. Weaver is the principal of your charm and enriches your Council, JA 6-7303.
at the bedside of their father
life. Besides, it's fun to be a "A Guide To Good Eating" is Christ Back in Christmas,"
the school. (Withers photo)
a n d
a service provided for the read- which was the theme. The Mr. Alonza Northcross
,Iiiiiiiiilliiii111111111111iiiiiiiiii111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ers of the Tri-State Defender mc&litation and poem with Silent have done much to bring him
through the cooperation of the Nitilt musical background, was comfort and cheer, as well as
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. concluded with the singing of relieve their sister, Miss Lila
Northcross, who has been 10.
Wiliam is a teacher of Home the immortal "Silent Night."
prepara- diligent in administering "to
Economis at Manassas High Business included
Schuoi.
tion for the tree planting to be their father in his illness. Miss
Northcross is from. St. Louis
.3111111111111111911111111111111101111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111I1111111111111,
works with the Anna Maand
ing a bright and happy New gle met an ant The lion roared
"Joy to the World." The age- and traditions brought from Year.
and said "Why aren't you big lone Children's Center as well
less story of Christmas is told many lands mingle and blend C.H.S. 0011!
as operative nurse at Homer
and strong like me?"
again and as the Chimes ring in our great America this
little ant looked up at the Phillips hospital. Herman is
The
The
Cavaliers
playCapleville
out through the frosty Dec. Christmas tide, our common ed their second game of the lion and answered, "Shucks from Chicago.
night, each of us, in some meas- prayer is that of the Angels
season against the Mt. Pisgah man, I been sick."
ure experiences that wonder "Peace among men of good Eagles Dec. 6, at Mt. Pisgah. QUOTATION OF-TITE-WEEK TOP FIRE GIRLS
and that Joy which casts a will."
The high point boys on the A fool uttereth all his mind: Beverly Buntyn, Dorothy
heavenly glow over the humMy wish for you as you pray teams were: Jimmy Saulsberry, But a wise man keepeth it until Green, Jewel Fields, Geraldine
ble Stable of Bethlehem so long and feast and sing, is for last- "B" team, and Robert Savage afterwards.
•
Unknown Freshago.
ing joy and happiness .
A "A" team.
Merry Christmas and until Gray, and The
man.
And as the lovelseold customs very Merry Christmas forecastA Lion who lived in the jun- next year, Bye-Bye.
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reltinINelif Anna C
It seems as ole man winter cember meeting were Sorors
Is upon us in season and feeling Alfreda Porter ad Janie Pruitt
tot Maybe well get that white in the hoMe of Mrs. Porter on
Christmas we have missed for Tanyard st. Mrs. Porter who
so -many years. All the kiddies' is president of the chapter coneyEa are bright with obedience ducted the meeting. Plans were
in order until the day ar- completed for the annual Christrives. Let's hope there won't mas party for the first grades
be too many disappointments. in the city schools to be held
A delightful setting it was in the Lane college gymnasium
when W. H. Jones, French in- on Dec. 15. The party, looked
strintor at Lane college enter- foreward to annually, has the
tained with a dinner bridge on attraction of a real live Santa.
last Wednesday evening in the Present were Sorors Christiana
home of Mrs. Louise Praither Mitchell, Daisy Shaw, Elizabeth
and I need not tell you of the Glover, Bertha Collins, Mildred
tasty turkey dinner with all the Ray, Cynthis Rawls, Juanette
trimmings if you have had the Beasley, Eula Mae Kennedy,
opportunity to eat some of Mrs. Johnnie Reid, Mayce Payne,
Praither's cooking. The occa• and your scribe. During the sowere
sion was Mr. Jones' birthday. cial hour, the sorors
There to wish him many more served buffet style from the
happy birthdays
were Mms. lovely dining table attractively
C. Taylor, F. Washington, G. decorated carrying out the
Adkins, V. F. Walker, H. Christmas season colors.
Wright, Dr. and Mrs. W. R. The Cosmetology classes at
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Merry high school enjoyed their
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Preston first clinic, featuring "Cookie"
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Washington of Chicago, Ill., on
Cooke, Mr. and Mrs. S. H. last Wednesday. Miss WashingBronaugh, and Mr. Brown.
ton, who is Lady Clairol's top
Miss Phonoy Granberry was Mid-West Coloring technician,
the charming hostess to the brought the students up to date
Criterion Bridge Club on Thurs- on the latest techniques in naday night in her home on Pine tural looking hair color. They
at. Members enjoying the de- all were excited as they oblicious dinner and bridge were served the hair changing from
THE QUEEN — Mrs. Clara
Mesdames M. M. Hughes, G. one color to another.
Adkins, V. F. Walker, G. Ford, Mrs. Thelma Compton, in- D. Harris of the Mitchell Road
J. Sheegog, B. C. Lucas, V. C. structor of the classes, promises community won the Queen's
Brooks and your scribe. Mrs. more clinics that will be profit- crown recently by turning in
P, Stewart played as a sub. able to the students so they the highest amount of monies
The presence of the president, will be well trained to serve in the Mitchell Road School
Mrs. L. B. Martin has been their fellow man. Other beaumissed at the last two meetings ticians participating in the clin- Prof. J. A. Cooke, Athletic
due to illness.
ic were Mrs. Odessa Willis and
Director and Mr. S. H. Brons
operators at
The Jack and Jill of America, Mrs. Mitchell,
augh,
Business Manager
of
Inc. initiated three new mem- Compton's Beauty Shop.
Lane
college,
left
this
week
to
bers at the December meeting Rev. J. D. Atwater, pastor of
held at the home of Mrs. Roset- St. Paul AME church was the attend the annual winter meetta McKissack. Three mothers guest speaker .at Macedonia ing of the Southern Intercolwho joined the Jackson chapter Baptist church when they oblegiate Athletic Conference. The
were Mesdames Vera Brooks, served the annual Young PeoSallie Werthing, and Anna ple's Day on Nov. 27. They meeting is being held in AtCooke. A delicious salad plate chose as their theme: "Youth lanta, Ga. On tour is the Lane
knd hot coffee made up the Facing the Responsibility of college basketball team, coachtasty menu which was enjoyed World Crisis." General chair- ed by A. McAfee. The first
by the members and initiates man of the day was Miss 011ie
following the initiation services. Castle Curry with Lem Bonds three games played before
Hostesses to the Jackson serving as co-chairmap. Guest leaving were lost by a close
Alumnae chapter of Delta, Sig- choir for the occasion was the score, but we're hoping the
ma Theta Sorority at the De- Youth Choir of St. Paul.
tour will bring better results.
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WILL MEET YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY
Klondyke School, Brown at Alma st. Dec. 14 (Wednesday)
Manassas high school, Manassas at Firestone Dec. 15 (Thursday)
Douglass—St. John Baptist church, Chelsea at Brookins Dec. 16 (Friday
Binghampton Broad at Carpenter st. Dec. 17 (Saturday)
Orange Mound, Melrose high school playground Dec. 20 (Tuesday)
LeMoyne Gardens, Porter at Williams ave. Dec. 21 (Wednesday)
Hamilton high school, Kerr at Wilson at. Dec. 20 (Tuesday)
Boothe Park, Parkway at Texas at. Dec 22 (Thursday)
Foote Homes, Miss. at Lauderdale at. Dec. 23 (Friday)

6:30-8:00 P.M.
Time Of Each Appearance
You Are Cordially Invited

Sponsored by the

FREE GIFT For Every CHILD
glle
.a
L
ea

&If COMiagflf
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300 Face Eviction For Registering

Tennessee

Appoints 2
To Civil
w
ar Study

Also Plagued By!\
Lack Of Food

NEWBERN
JACKSON
By ARCHIE WOODS
By C. A. AGNEW
Stewardess
Patricia Ann Johnson, daugh- St. Paul CME
of Mrs.
home
the
in
met
Board
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
last Wed
Johnson, sr., of Central St., Mary Loo Hamilton
singing was
celebrated her first birthday nesday night. The
"More than 300 Negro share- 20 minutes on the radio call-;
Mrs. Hamilton. Those
croppers and tenant farmers ing for immediate help. HO
Sunday, Nov. 20. Patricia was led by
present were Mesdames M. B. ALBANY, N. Y. — Gov. Rock- have been served eviction pa- said that all those who sent in ,
very pretty in her red velvet
Alice Harris, Flossie etcher last week announced the pers because they are regist- request for Christmas baskets;
dress. She is the sister of Leon- Jones,
Corinne
Smith,
Lela
Wyatt,
Grand
A appointment of Bruce Catton, ered voters," Mrs. John Mc- and who do not receive them!
Johnson.
James
ard and
and noted Civil War author and ediSmith
Mai
Eula
McNeil,
Ferren said Sunda,', in a tele- Will, know their baskets went •
parents are Mrs. Mary WoodOphelia Wainfright.
FrankHope
John
Dr.
C.
J.
and
tor,
Mr.
late
phone report to Sterline Stuck- to Fayette County.
the
and
son
Coleman and Rev. lin, an authority on Civil War ey and James Forman, chair- PLEDGES FINANCIAL AID
Woodson, and Mrs. Josie John- Rev. P. E.
Mrs. M. E. Eddings were history, as chairman and vice- man and co-chairman of the
son Hires and the late Mr. and
The Rev. William Faulkner of
guests of Mrs. Mary chairman, respectively, of the Emergency Relief Committee,
dinner
her
and
Congregational
Obie Johnson. Patricia
Manor
Park
and her daughter, Mrs. Civil War Centennial Commis- for Fayette County a subcomfriends were royally entertained Brown
church said he had c shipment
Sunday.
last
Tennie Jackson
mittee of Chicago C 0 R E of food and clothing for Faysion.
with refreshments.
Mrs. Etta Wilson of Charles- The Commission was created (Committee on Racial Equal- ette County and pledged linenJane
for
services
Funeral
ton, Mo., Mr.and Mrs. Jessie . y
1960 Legislature to for- ity.)
cial support.
Carbitt were held Sunday at Ellis and Mrs. Bessie Watkins D the
plans for commemo- „Some of these people have
mutate
Floyd
with
church
CME
Stuckey and Foreman, who
Luray
James
brother
their
with
visited
the one hundredth am- moved already. Some will be recently returned from Fayette
Dethro officiating. Burial was Lomax who is a patient at rating
versary of the Civil War, and housed in tents. The deadline County and observed the disin Mt. Carmel cemetery with Western State hospital in Bolicooperate with the Federal for eviction is Jan. 10," Mrs. tribution of the election day
to
officiatStevenson and Shaw
ver, Tenn.
t, the states and McFerren said. "But our great- shipment, said that more than
ing. Mrs. Carbitt was a mem- Mr. and Mrs. Teamus Wat• governmen
and with organo est problem will be feeding 1200 Negroes voted for the first
ties
municipali
of
church
Grove
ber of Oak
was destroyed by zations in the centennial obser- them this winter. Food is sa
home
son's
time since Reconstruction.
Christ of Henderson, Tenn.
fire last Saturday.
ing to be very critical in Jan. They added that morale was
vations.
JUDGE SIDNEY A. JONES, ney A: Jones, Sr., a mortician Jurist's mother; and his al&
On Sunday, Dec. 11, the pas- Little Johnny Paul Herrion Catton is a former president uary Jnd February."
time among the JR. surrounded by his admir- of Savannah, Ga., and father ter, Mrs. Eunice Jones Brown,
that
at
high
LibMother
of
members
accitor and
is back in school. He was
of the Civil War Round Table ''They have also stopped our registered voters, but since ing family after induction as of Judge Jones Mrs. Sidney principal, De Renne School,
erty CME church celebrated dentally shot in the leg.
Washington and has been gasoline supply once more," then an additional 800 have
of
Judge, Municipal Court of A. Jones, Jr.; Judge Jones; Savannah,
Its 112th anniversary along with Mr. and Mr4, Earl Woods'since 1254 of The American 1 she said.
registered and that automati- Chicago (left to right) Sid- Mrs. Sidney A. Jones., Sr., the
a mortgage burning ceremony and Archie Woods flew to Mem- Heritage Magazine of History
An official of one major gaso- cally puts' them on the blackand conference budget rally. phis last Saturday.
with offices at 551 Fifth ave., line company said that he was list.
in
day
great
It was really a
Mrs. Nancy Bright has been New York City. He is the author sure his national office did not
M. C. Billingslea last Monday
"People told us, "Stuckey
the history of Liberty. The Rev. confined with a virus infection.1'of several prize-winning books
night.
know about the local situation. and Forman said, "that if it
St.
of
pastor
last Sunday. It is six miles
A. D. Atwater,
War, including /sirs. McFerren callee for in- bad not been for outside help MISSISSIPPI
Civil
the
on
I
ABERDEEN
north of Kosciusko.
Paul CME church was guest
"Glory Road," "A Stillness at creased pressure by Chicago. they could not have made it TUPELO
I
I
Sorry to hear of the passing
Paul
St.
the
prey
Society
p.m.
3
Missionar
The
ok,
teacher
speaker at
Herbert Middlebro
Appomattox" and "This Hallow- ans to start the flow of gaso- through the summer."
I
pro- of Jeff Kerney who died last
very
School
a
enjoyable
sented
Trade
Area
Harris
at
senior choir rendered the mued Ground."
line. She said there is a great The Emergency Relief Comin Savannah and his guest Miss gram last Sunday afternoon at week.
sic. The affair was largely at- VILLA RIDGE
day program Dr. Franklin who makes his need for children's clothes.
family
8th
THE
mittee, thankful to all Chica- Lucille Bryant spent Thanks- Bethlehem Baptist church. The Those who came home from
tended.
ave.,
York
"One family came to us last goans who have helped to send
of Mt. Zion M.B. Church was home at 1885 New
giving with his parents, Mr. churches that participated on college for Thanksgiving were
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Memphians Praise
LeMoyne Magicians

Manassas High News I

MU ALPHA THETA
Luther Roberson thinks a cerThe Mu Alpha Theta, a nation- tain junior girl is the right girl
ally known club for students who for
him. (Luther keens sayine
excel in mathematics and who where'
,as she been all my life')
Hundreds of Memphians left gomery. 86-78.
wish to further their knowledge Lt Wilks has been
seen lately
Hall Saturday night Never behind but once, the
Bruce
Ii, this field, presented its de- with Helen MI! (Is
this about
singing the praises of LeMoyne Magicians took an early lead
votional program via intercom. to be what's happening') Robcollege's current edition of Ma- and held it all the way Irbil*
Their program was immense- ert Sutton is a nice and friendgicians for they had just wit- out-smarting and out-dazzling
ly enjoyed and the theme was ly }Paine man !(I wonder are
nessed a thrilling exhibition of the surprised and much befude
the Christmas Story. Taking we speaking of the same Robbasketball in which the Lehloy- died Alabamians.
part were Doris Benton, Shirley ert?) Loretta Shores has a
nites defeated t h e Alabama
It must be said here that
Harrison, Billie Moore, Cartia "slight" crush on YKW. (Shall
from Mont- coach Jerry C. Johnson has
quint
State
college
Harrison and Elmer Harrison, I soill the beans?)
come up with a classy Lemoye
James Phillips, Henry Mont- WHAT IF"!
ne cage machine. The Magicie
gomery, Addie Holmes and Nel- Sidney Kirk couldn't
play Pia ans put up a tough defense
lie Criglar.
no? Samuel James wasn't the
against Alabama, they were ex*
Mrs. J. Turner and Mrs. E. quietest boy in our senior
perts at capturing rebounds,
the
Amos are
advisors of this class? Clifton Tucker could not
they made circus-like shots,
Aikelub and have worked together speak as well as he does? Anand several of the LeMoynst
Wo make this program success- derson Harden would bring pencharges proved themselves
ful. Our hats are off to you!
cil, paper, etc . to his geomecrafty and tricky ball-handlers.
TALENT SHOW
try class?
Lehloyne was leading 41- 32
Ill
SPRINGFIELD,
—
(UPI)
Each and every year a talent Obie Hunt wasn't as cool, and
— Gov. Stratton has appointed at half-time, and at one point
show is given for the two-fold calm as he always seems to be?
Sen. Gordon Kerr, a Brookport of the game owned a 19-point
purpose of introducing the new- James Moss had remained a
Republican, as a member of edge over Alabama.
comers with talent in our fresh- little "light upstairs" as he was
the
community services advi- HIGH MAN
man class, and to select these last year? (You know James
sory
board of the Illinois Youth
A freshman, Donald Nelson
performers
possible
students as
is strictly suave!). Eugene
Commission.
from Chicago, wile high man
on our annual show. This year "Gridiron Greatest" Davis perKerr will succeed former Sen. for LelVioyne with 18. Ile won
was no exception and proved to sonality wasn't as sweet as the
Walker
Butler of Chicago.
the plaudits oi the crowd for
will
us that the annual show
way in which he plays football?
The board advises and makes his deceptive and accurate
be .better than ever before!
QUESTION
BIG
recommendations to the com- shooting, his easy manner of
Highlights of this talent show
What happened to that big
mission on improvements to controlling the ball, ..nd for
included: The Persians' rendi- romance between Leon Hurd
state parks, recreation areas his great defensive tactics.
tion of Everytime with Fred and Iva Jackson? Could it be
and civic projects located near
David Gaines, the sophomoria,,
Henderson taking the lead, The that A. Currie is taking over
youth commission camps.
from Detroit. LeMoyne's score
Volletinos, also another ensem- Iva? Who is the young man of
ing ace last season, proved
ble with George Greer taking Beverly Hook's dreams. Are
T AND I CLUB—Installation reporter: Ruby Hughes, chap- sor; James Moore, Larry Mil- advisors. KSW stands f o r
ACCRA — (UPI) — Pres- himself a perfect machine on
the lead, in their rendition of Jessie Laird and Pat Griffin
of officers of the T&I club lain; William McKinney, ex- ler, Willie Smith, Andre Wil- knowledge, skill and wisdom, ident Kwame Nkrumah, said offense while racking up If
"There is Something on Your still as "tight" as ever? Is
Booker T. Washington was ecutive committee; Sarah liams, all on the executive Objectives of the club are here that 3,000 Ghana science points
of
and
two)
and
Mind" (Pt one
Norma Bowie still thinking of
Vann, executive committee; committee; and Fred M. Jor- leadership, scholarship, citi- students will be sent for trainChester Collins, a senior who
"I'm With You All the Way," I. R. (Or has that also come held recently at the school. Charles McCarrol, treasurer; dan. Otis F. Brown, Daniel zenship,
craftsmanship, fel- ing to the Soviet Union and was shifted from center to for.
to
kind
its
of
first
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The
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and gone?). Who does Verdia
ThompK.
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Durr,
lowship and service.—Withers other eastern countries early ward, worked the backboard
Herbert Black, sergeant at- W.
..jCie music for the program and Foster think of daily? (Could it emanate from a high school arms; Mrs. M/White, advi- son and William B. Parker, photo
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bing rebound after rebound. Her
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is
class
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is Charles
Mrs. G. Harvey and Miss H.
tions on Feb. 11, 1961, according prospective teachers as are center from Kentucky, turned
The Royal Gents of Douglass
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presented on Wednesday its busy getting ready and making to Dr. S. 0. Roberts, chairman, measured by the tests, Dr. in a fine defensive job and
plans for their Pre-Christmas Fisk University Testing
snagged several rebounds. Hi
program.
Service, Roberts said.
third INDUCTION PROGRAM
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Party, they expect it to be suc- who will supervise the adminisCANDY WINNERS
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Frank Fitzgerald, first prize —
truly a Royal Gent affair with LA JAUNESE
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forming.
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til
LinLawton,
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signed to demonstrate mastery point man of the night in Theo.
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Porter PTA,
Xmas Show
For Dec. 15

Wk. Of Dec. 17-23, 1960

'All Around Towne
By Glori
a Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

SET INSTALLATION
Owen college president, Dr.
C. L. Dinkins, will install the
newly elected officers of the
college alumni association at
their regular meeting on Friday, Dec. 16, at 7:30 p.m., in
room 25 of the Administration
building.
W. A. Adkins is the outgoing
president and Dover Crawford, jr. is the new president.
Membership is open to
graduates and former student
with 45 or more credit hours.
All nembers are urged to
be present. Refreshments will
be served.

A Christmas program will be
a feature of Porter PTA meeting Thursday, Dec. .15a 7:30
p.m. in the cafeteria.
Final report of the Membership Drive will be given. Each
Back again with the rush of floor, Robert Sims and Nettie
homeroom is striving to report
events, Gloria and Betty are Jordan: Dorothy Jordan
and
100 per cent membership.,
ever mindful of your being well Charles Bowers; Charles
Logan
A turkey and other gifts will Daughter,
informed. So here we are to and Beverly Johnson; Elmo
Dianne, to Mr. and
Lobe given as drawing prizes.
Mrs. Darnell Sullivan of 2333
serve you with the best of gan and Betty, and Norma TayThe president, Mrs. Christine Vandale.
everything . . .
lor and George Collins. As the
D. Hill is urging a large attend- Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
i'WE CALL ON"
late hour approached, the late
ance of parents. A. B. Owen, Robert Boyland of 545 Crump,
The very studious and intelli- corners were Ralph Faulkner,
jr. is principal.
Apt. 19,
gent young lady, Miss Eleanor Richard House, Forestine Ivory,
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Faye Williams, a 15 year old A. J. Albright, Elmore Shipp,
Mrs. Walter Williams of 1532 Mrs. Newt Jackson of 154 W.
junior at Melrose High school Barbara Jackson and Lee Mose
Frank.
Cane.
who resides with her parents, Echols.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Williams, BMOC
Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Vanessa, to Mr.
at 535 Simpson. •
John Swift (LESTER), Fred
Benoris Toney of 123() N. Fire- and Mrs. James Hopson of 1100
Pearce.
stone.
She is in the 11-3 division of Jackson (DOUG), Eugene DaFISK BULLDOGS opened the LeMoyne college, 72-61; and Chicago; Kenneth
Son, Marshal, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sloan, Soph. tain) Sr.-Guard of Chattawhom Mrs. Gladys Sharp is her vie (MAN), Lawyer Cox (HAM)
Daughter, Lynnette, to Mr. William
1960-61 Basketball season last Tuskegee,
77-70.
Bulldogs -Guard of Cincinnati; James nooga; and William
Jones of 477 Richmond.
homeroom instructor. Around E. J. Washington (WASH), Kenand
Mrs.
Perkins,
Lynn A. Hinton of Daughter,
week end with three consecu- "Starting Five," left to right: McAdoo, Sr.-C
Mary, to Mr. and
Melrose, she is an honor stu- neth Hayes (F. B.), PGAA Joan
enter of Nash. Fresh-Forward of Nashville.
1651 Eldridge.
Mrs. Lloyd Leggins of 1367 N.
dent, and has maintained an A Williams (HAM), Norris True- tive wins over A & M 75-68; Harold Shaw, Sr.-Forviard of vine; Alton Washington (CapDaughter, Deidre, to Mr. and Bellevue.
average. She is a member of man (BTW), Margaret Lemons
Mrs. William Young of 373 S. Son, Willie,
to Mr. and Mrs.
such clubs as Charmettes, Na- (MEL), Bonnie Little (F. B.),
Gilmer of 160 E. Essex.
Wellington.
J. H. Shy of 628 N. Front.
tional Honor Society, Science Margaret Jones (MAN).
Daughter, Tatiana, to Mr. and Son, Randell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Daughter, Katherine, to Mr.
club, Estrellitas Dance Group, "FALL FINDINGS'
Mrs. Tommy Williams of 1139 Willie Fossett of 550
and Mrs. Floyd Miller of 822
Alston.
Spanish club and Dramatics With Fall well on hand and
Texas.
Daughter, Marilyn. to Mr. David.
a touch of winter in the air, we
club.
Son, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Melvin
Kincaid of Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Miss Williams is a faithful spin once more the fashion RouEarl Williams of 950 Mt. Pis- 357 Lucy.
Guy of 2163 Turner.
member of the Martin Temple lette wheel t,o see the bst of
gah.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. Dec. g
CME church. In social life, she everything in fashions ... StepSon, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Williams of 1333 Azalia. Daughter, Venita, to Mr. and
Is an active member of the ping in the best possible fashion
Son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Joe McNeil of 1958
Horace Brown of 1702 Orr.
r'AACP and the Co-ettes, an we see William Smith, Jimmy
JefGeorge
Powell
of 957 Ken- ferson.
Daughter,
Yvonne,
to
Payne,
Mr.
McNeil,
Johnny
and
Bishop
organization for teenage girls
Daughter, Sheltonia, to Mr.
Mrs. Charles Cox of 3030 Till- tucky.
of which she is running for Trotter, Billy Doss and Edward
Son, DeWayne, to Mr. and and Mrs. Tom Sanders
man.
Sheffa. . .
queen.
of 328
Mrs. Samuel Reed of 1001 Mis- N. Manassas, No. 2.
After finishing school, she Among the young ladies fashSon, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
sissippi.
Son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
plans to attend Fisk university, ions that set the wheel a-blazing
Tyrone Collins of 1629 W. Shel- Dec.
6
Eddie Morris of 557 N. Fourth
where she will major in a pre- there is that well-groomed Born at
dr.
by
E. H. Crump hospital. Son, Sammie. to Mr. and Dec. 1
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. st.
medical course. Music apprecia- crowd of girls as Margaret Nov.
20
Mrs. Fred Lee Askew of 306 S. Daughter, Emily, to Mr. and Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harper of 1855 Carver, Son, to Mr.
tion and ballet dancing are Sherrod, Rita McCright, Evia
and Mrs. Charlie
Son, Clayton, to Mr. and Mrs. Fourth, Apt. 1.
Mrs. Hervey Bortters of 1425 Clarence Wilks of 1521 Willis. No. 7.
Jordan of 667 N. Fifth at.
among her hobbies. When asked Simeleton, Beverly Johnson,
Dec. 4
Curtys Stansbury of 170 Vaal Daughter, Michelle,
Son, Rufus, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
about boys, she stated: " pre- Clara Smith, Dorothy Agnew ..
to Mr. Britton.
ave.
Daughter, Loretta, to Mr. and Rufus Thomas of 3039
and
Mrs.
Fountain
Autumn. Mrs. Fred Riley of 1576 Hanfer the intellectual type."
Gregory of Daughter, Opal, to Mr. and
The style of fashions now cast Nov. 21
Mrs. Albert Parker of 1694 Ben- Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
369
Elder
rd.
Mrs. auer.
Mrs.
Howard
Smith
Kanof 2143
IDEAL DATE
a winter spell of fragile and
der.
Will Garver of 230 N. Decatur. Son, Jerry, to Mr. and
Son, Emmanuel, to Mr. and Nov. 25
sas st.
Mrs.
Concerning the question of vaporous beauty from dusk to
Son, Kerry, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Patricia, to
Mrs. Wakefield Davis of 715 Daughter. Brenda, to
Mr. Brooks Cobb of 1055 Tully.
last week that was asked of the dusk with the snazzy sweater
Mr. and Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Woods of 1381 Vollenand Mrs. Freddie Warren of Son, Debora, to Mr. and
Neptune ave.
Mrs. John 0. Bonner of 1650 James Smith of 1293 Kennedy
Mrs.
girls of your idea of an ideal and suit combinations of such
tine.
3859 Rochester.
L. B. Taylor of 1598 Morris.
Eldridge.
date, here are a few of the personalities as Jessie Laird, El- Nov. 22
ave.
Son,
Lloyd,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to
Daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr. Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
many answers we received. mo Logan, Booket T. Cole, Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Adrian, to Mr. and Mrs. Dec. 2
Luther W. Cundan of 695 Polk. and Mrs. Charlie Jackson of John
Frank Steele of 987 Leath.
Cox of 3005 McAdoo.
Starting off with the freshman, Robert haw.
Charlie Jones of 1627 S. Or- Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
695 Pendleton.
Nov. 23
Dec. I)
Dianne Briscoe:
leans.
Heading for fashion stardom Daughter. Jacquelyn
Humber.
Askew
Mrs.
Walter
1609
of
Theodore R. Stegall of
Daughter, Tomi, to Mr. and Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
, to 14r.
Says a 14 year old Melrose is Lydia Campbell, Gwendolyn
Daughter, Darlene, to Mr. Mrs. Robert Flowers of
Son, Andre, to Mr. and Mrs. 1855 Frisco ave., Apt. 2.
104.3 Mrs. James McBride of 832 N.
high student, "I like to go out Karsha, Florence Wilkerson, and Mrs. Harry Cole of 856 A.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and and Mrs. Charles Austin of 155 Tupelo,
D. Sims of 220 Radar.
Main,
with a person who likes to have Yevette Lester, Marvin Alexand- Maywood.
Nov. 26
Mrs. Cash Whitney of 2355 Silverage.
Daughter, Rosie, to Mr. and Twins, Ronald and Russell, to
a nice time, and is well-dressed er, Jimmy Guess, Fred Carr, Nov. 24
Son, Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Patrick Dribbin of 321 S. Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Sparks.
George Tuggle
for the occasion. I think teen- Fred Henderson, James Paul
Emmett Brown of 259 Mary- Third st.
Mrs. 0. P. Hollowell of 748 Dec. 3
of 5265 Park,
agers should go out once a week and Crandford Scott . . .
never be divided. Robert Jack- Marble.
Daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr. land.
Son, Raymond, to Mr. and Daughter, Starlett, to Mr. and
and go to parties every Friday Such originality, such flair. son, and Margaret Sherrod will
Son. John, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Andrew Garland of Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brown of 3064 Mrs. Willie Smith
of 736 Wornight."
such striking combinations are l become as one. Sheltie Owens Jeff Lake of 496 Glanker.
1585 Sunset ave.
Mrs. Eli Walton of 748 Wor- Mc Adoo.
tham.
Sandra Taylor, 14, Melrose descriptions of the outfits of will make a comeback with
Nov. 27
them.
Dec. 4
Daughter, Ida, to Mr. and Son, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs.
high student said, "I like to date Barbara Morrie. Lois Davis. Marva Crawford.
a nice, intelligent, and respect- Joan Williams, Joan Hampton, Everlyn Spencer will think of Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter. Myrna, to Mr. and Son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Richardson of 545 Earnest Lane of 819 Maywood.
Son, 011ie, to Mr. and Mrs.
able young man. I think if you Freddie Rooks, Robbie Rodgers Robt. Miller as she once thought James Ash of 2897 Summer. Mrs. Fred Todd of 590 G. Laud- Mrs. Robert Young of 592 Lau- Crump, No. 6.
Son, Harold. to Mr. and Mrs. erdale st.
derdale.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and John Nelson of 1663 Kansas,
are taken to the movies during Lorene Hr
s, Aubrey Yates of Calvin Davis. Gwen Fife will J. D. Ford of
Dec. 5
1225 Latham st.. Dec. 5
Mrs. Willie Walker of 462 Bun- Daughter, Beverly, to Mr.
the week, that you should be and Essie
decide oetween Harvey Young Apt.
yd . . .
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Dan tyn.
Daughter,
3.
Alycia,
Mr.
and
to
and Mrs. Peter Yates of 94?
home by 10 or 11 p. m."
In the big time fashion we and John Edwards. Mary Mont- Son, Curtis. to Mr.
and Mrs. Mrs. Cornelius Hart of 2121 Staples of 320 Vance.
Daughter, Dinah, to Mr. and N. Sixth.
Alice Ishmael, 16 year old have: Jimmie Lee, William gomry is riding the tallest hopes
Son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. William Macklin of 981 Son, Charles, to Mr. and
Melrose high junior stated: ''I Fleming, Robert Shaw, Charles for James Perkins. Barbara Wil- N. R. Hunt of 656 Lipford st. Brown st.
Mrs.
Mosby, No, 6.
Willie Williams of 1381 Fairthink that if you are going out Smith, Sampson Briscoe. Larry son will go holidating with Per- Daughter, Dorothy. to Mr. Daughter, Janet, to Mr. and Ester Mason of 2480 Cable.
and
Loraine,
to Mr. Daughter, Marsha, to Mr. view.
Mrs. Sam Hums of 1372 Mrs. William J. Levy of 3341 Daughter,
with a boy, his main reason Mitchell.
cy Ward. G. H. will meet Van Breedlove
st.
Formosa rd.
and Mrs. Samuel Ayers of 1002 and Mrs. W. F. Hawkins of 170 Daughter, Marilyn, to Mr.
should not be to show you off "TALL HOPES"
Turner (Lester), Bobbie Settles
Person.
to his friends when you are Roscoe Nevels will become will make up her mind and re- Son, Alison. to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Demetrius, to Mr. and Carey.
and Mrs. Louis Whit* of 948
Alison Torrence of 2392 Silver. Mrs. Granville Donelson of 1903 Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and Dec. 7
taken to a party."
Kansas.
better acquainted with Eleanor lieve Charles' mind.
Nov. 28
Hubert,
"DANCE"
F. Williams . . . That a certain Charles Epps will keep Joan
Son, Rochard. to Mr. and Dec. 6
Sunday night. Dec. 4, a dance girl stop picking acorns off my Mitchell
away from B. T. Mari- Mrs. Richard Lee Baldwin of Daughter, Melva, to Mr. and
was given at 2866 Autumn by tree . .. Dempsey Jackson will
on Brown will eventually decide 209 Radar rd.
Mrs. Haibart Jones
of 1222
Betty Cunigan. It seems as if decide between Claudette Clift, it's
no use. I will get to know Son, Anson. to Mr. and
Mrs. Weakley ave.
everyone was having a swing- Freddie Foster, Shirley Owens
Van Turner a little better. B. Charlie Moore,
jr., of 3529 Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
ing good time, dancing to such and Mattie Shelton.
T. will stop being so cool. Wil- Brantley rd.
Mrs. Clemon Jonea of 2445 Silfavorites as "Gee Whiz,' "Eve- Eunice Logan make her final
lie McNeil will conquer the Son, Ronald, to Mr.
and Mrs. ver.
rytime," "Thanks To You," final decision. Authur Hull heart
of all the girls.
Cleveland Rankin's of 1902 Car- Born at John Gastin hospital
and "For You."
come home for Christmas for Curtis
Siggers will spend his ver St.. Apt. 5.
Dec. 3
Some of the early arrivals Charlene Kiner. Earaestine will
Son, Alebrt, to Mr. and Mrs.
were Claudia NeveIs, Eunice finally realize that it's Nettie holidates with Shirley Willis. Nov. 29
Logan, James Means, Beverly Jordan with Robert Simms. Francetta Estes and John Daughter, Maria. to Mr. and Jimmie Jackson of 811 Polk.
Watkins, Tommy Baker and Booker T. Cole learns to dance. Sanders will never part. Doro- Mrs. Matthew Redmond of 1964 Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
th y Ta y1or will again see Fred Warren.
Johnny McNeil.
Robert Cummings of 654 WalkEthel Haley will make up her
Although the floor was crowd- mind between 0. M., N. C. Rita Malone this Christmas. These Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. er.
ed, these were spotted on the McCrite and Kenny Edwards styles of gearing your ties will Claude Smith of 1858 Britton.
Son. Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
vanish. William Smith will holi- Son, Norris, to Mr. and Mrs. Priest Beaty of 233 Ingle.
date Thelma Johnson ...BCNC. Sterling Stone of 2023 Warren. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam

torkStop
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FRANK'S

WINES
LIQUORS
SEE FRANK FOR

A MUCH APPRECIATED

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES

Chtistm
1 Year

TO THE

'4

A
A

SUBSCRIPTION ;

Tri-State Defender

52 Weeks for only $6.00
i.-tvvvvvcc-tctctv=mtvctoctt4
. .. an IDEAL GIFT for
COLLEGE STUDENTS

MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
GIFT SIZES
. .
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation to Ladies

PLACE YOUR ORDER

Order
By <
Phone

NOW!!!

JAckson 6-8397
A CARD WILL BE SENT TO
THE, RECIPIENT INFORP ING
HIM OF YOUR GIFT,

327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

•
•

Union Special

Union Special

'61 CORVAIR
2 Door -- 6 Pass.
Perky
Thrifty
Compoct

'61 BISCAYNE
6-Passenger
2 Door Sedan

$17971

flank. 7 rents

full
Size
Chcvvy

4116=1•0•

AND FORMER MEMPHIANS
NOW LWING ANYWHERE

$

UNION CHEVROLET
CRACKS PRICES ON BRAND
NEW '61 CHEVROLETS NOW!

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE

11QIN

Rank Term%

Compare
THE PRICE!
THE TRADE!
THE TERMS!

$1995

DARK EYES

YOU'LL FIND YOU MAKE

Memphis'largest selling

THE BEST BUY AT UNION.
COME IN AND SAVE!

UNION CHEVROLET CO.
1020 UNION AVE.

BR 4-7400

•

Available io ell sixes. Also A gallons.
100 or 80 Mt0041 DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTIML SPIINTS
POUT OF U.S.& CUM MISS DiSTILLIK rs:L. DIVIS/001 OF WIES g_ MEAN
gliSTICUM

•
CWISON. U.

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
USED RUGS
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES
GORINE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIOTHERAPY, INC.

Want Ad
RATES
•••••= ••••••

SAME RATE as 2
lines ordinary typo.
SAME RATE 1s4
lines ordinary type.

PT.

24 PT.

TIMM Braginwing Sept I
1960 A
Non profiteering institution. Reasonable
terms - Competent instructor Call oi
writs Madam 001d S 1.4 Source Pres

No guarantee can

De

given as

tree.
SAMS
RATE AS
Ones
ordinary
tn.*

Compliments of Cohen's

to position in column. T. F

LOAN OFFICE

(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change

in

rate

notice.

PAUL'S—FASHION
SHOP

bens — the words comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or

Crain's Antiques
672 Poplar
FOR

RENT

Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands of Shoes
For The Family
153 Beale Ave.
Memphis,

Tenn.

Al, Conditioned building on corner. 44a
75 Pr Good for Business, Beauty Shop.
or Doctor's Office MU 2-5985.

Maids, New York Jobs
Salaries to ;60 Weekly
Ouarantecd Juba: best working con01tionit Free room, board, uniTickets sent
forms. T V
A•1 •
Agency, 100A Male St. Sernpstead,
Long Island, N Y.

ELMOR SALES STORE
The TrI-State
forward

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
coon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

vertisers

Defender

will

to out of town

ad

mad

received

Latest Styles
MEN'S WEAR AT LOW
PRICES
Telephone JA 6-6914
146 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

ad

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

BRIGG'S FLORIST

9955's Mississippi At Walker
Sandwiches - Juices - Regular Dinnet
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
140t Biscuits - Syrup Salt Pork

H&R GARAGE SERVICE
Specializing in Mechanic lady. Fender
and Faint Work.
547 Linden Ave
IA 6-4640

pert Sewing Machine
Repair
Pickup and Deliver
Phone BR 5-6972

1 MIKE & ZOLLIE STORE
Used

+
Night & Day Classes

Furniture—Bought
& Sold

269 Vance Ave.

JA 5-7935

COLETTA TAILORS
TUXEDO RENTALS

Wrecker Service
tatty Repair
COO A M. until
—
242 'So. Fourth
/A 7-6703

Telephone JA 5-9395
129 Beale Ana.
Memphis, Tenn.

KOEN'S CLEANERS
Cleaning,

BLUE LIGHT STUDIOS
IDENTIFICATION WORK
QUICK SEVICE —
130 lade Aye.

WAYNEs:S

JA 5-9527

"e'rniz'S

SOCIAL LETTER CLL'S"
List Your name for one year 11.00.
4953 William Arnold Rd. Memphis
17, Tenn

SHOE
STORE

5 BEDROOM house in nice neighborhood. Or
will buy aame
Call
JAckaon 6-8397.

LATEST STYLES

GRIGGS

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

4TH STREET
REPAIR SHOP

Pressing,
Alterations
txpert Shoe Repairing
Phone JA 7-8471
363 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

▪ Accounting
Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment

ENROLL Day & Evening
Classes
NOW
COMPLETE

HANDY HOUSE

Let Lie Tell Your Flower Story
Corsages, Floral Design 0 Sprays
V/H 6-2200
1626 Arkansas

Aim—Women & Children
Douglass & Johnny Walker
Styles

CHARMEL'S
Beauty • Solon
324 Hernando

160 Beals Street
Memphis, Tenn.

Operators Needed—
Work done
nointment

with or without aPJA 7-3056

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
.Business College, Inc.

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

...TODAY
Explosion Wrecks Car Of Witness

Lawford's Mother Takes Job

ELIZABETH, N.J. — (UPI) — The automobile of a key
government witness in the jailing last summer of a tax evader
was ripped apart by an explosion which police said was caused
by a "bomb."
The blasted auto belonged to William P. Hillbrant, treasurer of the Neo Gravure Printing Co., Weehawken, N. J.

BEVERLY HILLS. Calif. — (UPI) — Peter Lawford's
mother (He's President-Elect Kennedy's brother•in-law, you
know) Monday began a $50 a week rob as a jewelry store
saleslady to supplement her income during the holiday.
The outspoken Lady Lawford lives alone in a Westwood Village apartment house with her cat, Amber. Friends said she
received $52 a month from her English pension and thoc Peter
gives her $150 monthly and pays her rent.

Refuses To Give Up Security Post

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. — (UPI) — Soviet Ambassador
Valerian A. Zorin rejected a U.S. proposal that he step down as
WATERLOO, Iowa — (UPI) -4 A 16-year-old Waterloo girl
president of the Security Council while it debates Russia's demand for the restoration of ousted leftist Premier Patrice was found dead of carbon monoxide poisoning and her
escort was overcome after the pair parked in a closed garage
Lumumba in the Congo.
here while on a date Sunday night.
The victim was Annie Matlock, 16, daughter of Mr. and
NASHUA, N.H. — (UPI) — A truck carrying propane gas Mrs. William Matlock, Waterloo.
Her escort for the evening, Ernest Sisk, 19, was revived
blew up when hit by a self-propelled railway car with 35 persons aboard.
and was reported in good condition at a hospital here.
Six persons including a family of four were killed. At least
32 persons were injured, nine critically.
NEW YORK — ;UPI) — The stork refused to he grounded
by a blizzard.
While winds raged and snows piled deeper and deeper, at
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — (UPI) — A
Discoverer satellite — powered by a peppier engine — rocket- least four babies were born under emergency conditions.
Four other women were rushed to hospitals at the height of
ed into orbit Wednesday to help perfect sky spy space eystems
the storm, one of whom gave birth to triplets. Another was
to guard against a missile-age Pearl Harbor.
The Air Force announced two hours after the 81-foot bullet aided by the New York City Police Commissioner with whom
shaped rocket roared off its seaside launch pad that it had suc- she hitched a ride.
Mrs. Louis Hecker, of Wrightstown. N. J., gave birth to
cessfully hurled a 25-foot long satellite into orbit over the poles.
It was picked up by a Kodiak Alaska radar station on its first her first child in the New Jersey statehouse with the help of
several janitors and a doctor who walked four miles through
trip around the world.
drifts to reach her.

Girl Found Dead In Garage

6 Killed,32 Injured In Explosion

Stork Defies Raging Storms

Air Force Satellite Roars Into Orbit

May Set Up Federal Unit For Boxing

4

ill

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sere
to look for the right sign and the right name.

Business Practical
Art College
Men, Women, 18--SS
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

French Solon Flees To Madrid

PARIS — (UPI) — The French National Assembly lifted
the parliamentary immunity of fugitive Deputy Pierre Lagaillarde Wednesday shortly after an attorney disclosed he has
fled to Madrid and refuses to return to face the military court
trying him for leading a settlers' revolt in Algiers.
The assembly vote was 424 to 21, with 55 abstentions. It
left the way open for Lagaillarde's formal arrest for his part
In the January, 1960, Algiers uprising asainst the Algerian
policies of President Charles de Gaulle.

&minor
No experience oecesaary.
school education viaually sung:lent.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, 'short
noura, Win oar, advancements. Send
name. address. _phone number &IA
time home. TrIter Defend. P
Box 311.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Grand jury Weighs Vote Data

Get Yule Spirit: Lift Ban On Drinks

Claims Weger Is Innocent

Your

Form Group To Fight Drug Addiction

Make Big Money

WANTED

Quick Loans—

U.S. To Issue New Passports

DIXIE
loan request"
guismined and Supervised by the
State Department of Insurance arid
eank,na
2 LOCATIONS
IC S. Main
JA. 15-1353
1/4 Madison
in. 11-7611

HIGH
QUALITY
LOW PRICE

SISTER SANDRA

FINANCE COMPANY
W. Uk, to say yes to your

Phone

Phone

RE 5-9192

RE 5-9192

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15.
Per
Insertion
Pot
Line

r
t

I rime

30c
4Sc
60c
75c

2
3
4

60c
90c
1.20
1.50

1

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

••••••••

••••••••••••••

TELEPHONE

.....

\ve

ADDRESS

God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky number advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems pleas*
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If ?our loved ones seem to be
drifting away from r.ru; II you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.

inl•••1•11•10MMIN•••

NAME

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNEk OF 14TH ST

2 Times

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

CLASSIFICATION

CITY

.

Tfi-State Defender

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Clossified Ad Dept.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

236 Sid% WELLINGTON
Winr

•••

Alex Dreier Quits NBC News

Plan Memorial To Famed Explorer

.•10

No. of Lines

Gets 10 Years On Dope Rap

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Theodore Goodwin, 27, was sensaid a federal athletic commission might be needed to fight
tenced to 10 years in prison by United States District Judge t
gangster elements in boxing.
Kefauver, chairman of the Senate boxing investigation, de- Roy W. Harper on narcotics charges.
Goodwin, a waiter, pleaded guilty to the sale of heroin
plored the Idea of setting up another new government bureau.
But he said Congress might have to take the step to get more capsules on five occasions.
492 Vance Aye.-JA 7-4917 "honesty and uniform
Goodwin had previously served a prison term In Caliregulations" into the sport.
fornia on a narcotics charge.

Hear Top Castro Aide Arrested

mt. is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and al last ship IF
back to stay is her new home
Aro yes Disaarisfied with marriage? Hare
you test filth In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
b bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are yews
-obleras, cents let MADAM BELL advise you at truce. Abe
read the to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you why yooz lob or brrslness is not a success U you have
tailed is dna rest come so* MADAM BELL at Dom
Located ers Highway Si South, lust over Mississippi State
Line, on tbs. way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks below
where she used to stay right asido the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRI( HOUSE and you'll find her there
at an dmes. iSbo sever Sad an 'Mee tn West Memphis.)
Caleb yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and gel
eft at Stew Line and walk 1 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
BAND SIGN.

111•••••

1
6%)

Alex Dreier has announced his resignation from his news
spots on WNBQ-TV and - W2vIAQ radio and from the National
Broadcasting Company.
JA 4-47511
530 Linden Ave.
Dreier had been affiliated with NBC for 20 years.
Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC vice preAdent and general manager
of WNBQ-TV and WMAQ, said NBC accepted Dreier's resignaEPSTEIN'S LOAN
tion.
OFFICE
"We are sorry he has decided to leave NBC," Yoder said.
A FRIENDLY SERVICE
"We respect him as an able and experienced newsman."
CAN YOU USE
At a news conference and luncheon. Dreier said he had
JA 6-1450
166 Beale Ave.
WELLINGTON. N.Z.
(UPI) — Friends and admirers of been engaged in a dispute with "local management" in ChiMORE
the late Adm. Richard E. Byrd plan to build a memorial to the cago, and "no choice has been left to me except to resign."
IONIA'S PORO SMUT, SHOP AND
famed explorer high above Wellington in the form of soaring
School. Compefent Operators and Instructors Advanced classes in Hal; Stylwings facing southward to the Antarctic, it was announced here.
The investigation of charges that Chicago Democrats stole
ing. 748 Williams Ave. — WH 6-9130
The Adm. Richard E. Byrd fellowship announced plans for Illinois' Presidential vote went behind the closed doors of a
C.ROUND FLOOR
the memorial, to be built on the highest hill overlooking this federal grand jury room.
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
SUMO( BUILDING
Take New RUMTOREX And Enioy lifo.
city, in honor of the polar pioneer.
WHERE ii7:70•KS lIME YOU
The grand jury, with approval from the Justice department
A 6e•tsey preparation RUMTOREX takes
Gar PAIIIRINTIAL
up where nature leaves off A PHYSIin
Washington,
began examining records from 13 Chicago preSERVICE
CIANS FORMULA, Only 55.00 for a 2.
cincts in search of violations of federal election laws.
Week supply. Money-back If not satisWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Defense Department, exudfied after 3 bottles, Send COD Chock
But the federal investigation began too late to have any
or Money Order NOW.
ing some holiday season cheer, announced that sale of foreign. probable effect on the last ditch Republican campaign to
FLORA'S FLOWER SHOP
THE RUMTOREX CO. Phone
Address made liquor and beer by the drink will not be stopped at U.S. swing Illinois into the Republican column.
733 Vance overseas military clubs.
239 E. 1154 St., Box 17 IA 1-0870
By Flora tr S. G Cochran*
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
Drinks and food to be consumed on the premises were
City Wide Deliver,
among three exceptions granted to the Dec. 1 ban on purchases
OTTAWA. Ill. — (UPI) — The new attorney for Chester
SHOP AT McSHANNS
of foreign goods at military stores and clubs.
(Rocky) Weger, accused slayer of three women, Monday said
793 MISSISSIPPI
The other exceptions will permit purchases of foreign "my client is innocent."
Neighborhood Sundry - Groceries •
goods on which American customs have been paid, and of
"He confessed under the threat of the electric chair," said
Notions - Drugs.
spare parts for foreign-built equipment such as air conditioners, John A. McNamara, 39, of Marseilles, Ill., a former La Salle
SKILLED BEAUTICIANS
plumbing, and cash registers.
County assistant state's attorney.
Stream Line Beauty Shop. 1214 PollenWeger last month confessed the slayings of Mrs. Frances
Unit Scalp Treatments • Sanitation Muriel/ Mrs Eunice Bruce end Mrs
Murphy, 47, Mrs. Mildred Lindquist, 50, and Mrs. Lillian Oetarsources
reported
the
(UPI)
—
Informed
—
HAVANA
•
Mary Taylors, Owners
rest of Maj. Humberto Son Marin, one of Fidel Castro's early ting, 50, of Riverside. Ill.
top aides and the man who presided over Cuba's 1959 "war
crimes" trials.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The increase in narcotics users
Selling Negro Christmas
has stimulated the formation of a national organization to
Cards in your spare-time.
fight drug addiction with a $7 million program over the next
Send for free samples and
three years.
selling kit. No experience
The newly-formed organization is called the National
INFORMATION ON THE OFFICERS & MEN OF THE
necessary. Costs you nothing
Association For the Prevention of Addiction to Narcotics
ENGINEER
GENERAL
SERVICE
REGIMENT
375TH
to try.
(NAPAN). Its aim is to combat addiction through community
World War II
Write to.
Information as to the whereabouts cr all officers and enlisted man
education, revision of existing laws and the improvement of
Fashion Greeting Cards
of the famous 375th tagineer Os Regiment Is wanted and any
methods of treatment.
Automobile, Furniture
one reading this announcement Is asked to send any add
6651 Michigan Avenue
of the personnel to — FRANCIS L. YOUNO.
Signature
Chicago 37, Illinois
1131 Franklin Street
Clarksville, Tenn
There is a reason why people
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The U.S. government, in a move
Especially interested In finding the whereabouts of the men of Co 7-8
like to do business with us.
14320431
Thomas H. Hampton, Chicago, III.
things easier for itself and for overseas travelers,
to
make
3432(1708
Costiow Bryant, Chicago, Ill.
You, too, will like out cour343'72258
will issue a new type passport with 16 major changes beginning
William J. Coleman
H. CHASE FIXTURE CO.
teous treatment and desire to
3433003
Willie J. Doss
Jan. 1.
34320418
help you.
Howard Hobbs, Nashville, Tenn.
34221134
Fixed
Installed
L
Robert Deltakch. Atlanta, Oa.
Equipment
Announcement of the new passport was made at a speech
"Open Thursday and Friday
34320652
Tenn,
Memphis,
Fontaine P. Franklin,
34320431
delivered by Frances G. Knight, director of the Department of
256 Vance Ave. JA 6-1 833
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Joseph P. Hamilton, Memphis, Tenn
State's passport office, before the Travel Writers' association
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO
of New York at the Overseas Press club.
Home owned - Home operated

NEED CASH?
BELL
MADAM
(English Lady)

e

(Need Cleaning)
Sizes 739 to 12x14
Prices s12 to $15
Remr.:—.ts in useable sizes
$1.00 to $5.00
Hall runners $1.00 a strip.
Also padding. Good used
furniture and antiques.

381 NORTH MAIN

Tri-State Defender box num

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

ALL WOCL

Telephone JA 5-3 1 75
144 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

without

The 'Tri-State Defender box
'umber — will be charged for
as part of tJao advertisement

SAME RATE A'",
&tines ordinary

36 PT.

tall

Miscellaneous

15e per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
30e
3 lines
45e
4 lines
5 lines
••••••••••• • .• •••-.75c
IPA.PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.

160. _

449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephoee JA 5-9111

12 Noon Monday

.70

13EkFE011f.
DE.R, 1, 23 1
19,
5
0

Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis. Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.

BERT'S
Dept. Store
125 Beale Ave. &
1221 Thomas

NOTICE!

Hunt For Coed Enters 2nd Week

PORTLAND, Ore. — (UPI) — The search for clues into
the disappearance of a pretty 19-year-old Washington State
university coed and the slayer of her boy friend went into its
second week with no trace of the girl or the slayer.
A 600 man hunt Saturday in the wooded forest park area
of northwest Portland where the body of Larry Ralph Peyton,
19, was found a week ago, failed to locate Beverly Arm Allan,
Port Townsend, Wash., who authorities fear was either kidnaped or slain by the slayer or slayers of Peyton.
A 50-man search conducted by the Washington county
sheriff's office also proved fruitless.

Hint Graft In Highway Program
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A House investigator charged
Monday that there were signs of widespread corruption, graft
and incompetence in the nation's highway construction program. Chairman John A. Blatnik (D.-Minn.) of a House investigating subcommittee told United Press International it was
beginning to look like the giant, federally subsidized road
system now being built might be riddled with mismanagement
and graft.

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties East Germany Teens Flee To Berlin
BERLIN — (UPI) — A mysterious influx of teen-age
Weddings
slefugees from communist East Germany is pouring into Berlin
without any surface explanation for the exodus.
Anniversaries
Maj. Gen. Ralph M. Osborne, United States commander
Banquets, Etc.
is Berlin, said there has been a sudden increase in refugees
Mail In Your News
Stories To Tho

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Poet Office lot 311

within recent months, and attributed this to the attempted collectivization of Germair4arms by the communists.
"This," the general pointed out on a graph, "explains why
many of the 128,000 who crossed the border this year hove
been farmers. But it doesn't explain why hundreds between
the ages of 17 and 24 are defecting to the Wert."

Convicted Of Spying

DAMASCUS — (UPI) — A state security court has sentenced to death Mahmoud Elhourani after finding hint guilty of
spying for Israel, but commuted the senter-'46 le life imprisonment at hard labor.

schemes to avoid his mother's
His absence from home gives 9 p. m., Mchael Shayne, In yellow
eye, rebels at the treatdesire in a most unique fashher and her two sisters the "Murder and
the
Wanton ment, breaks the law with murion.
perfect location for their opera- Bride," Richard Denning (in
der and escapes town. Billy
7:30 to 8'30, ROUTE '66,
tions of a crap game, a bookie the title role) is, baffled when
the
Kid befriends "Tiger Eye."
starring Martin Milner and
joint and a hot spot. O'Toole his name and telephone
numGeorge Maharis, and featuring
has a hard time proving his in- ber turn up on an unidentified Clu Gulager plays Billy. Barry
Sullivan is sheriff Pat Garrett.
Everett Sloane, as guest star,
nocence when the police raid corpse.
and Patty McCormack. "Black
his house. "The Three Sisters." 10:30 p.m., Jackpot Bowling. 8 p.m., The Deputy. Because
THURS., DEC. 15
November," begins when Tod
deputy Clay McCord brings to
FRI., DEC. 16
The preliminary match is be7 a. in., Today
and Buz drive into a small lumtown
7 a.m., Today.
a possible smal/pox victim,
tween
Morrie
rimsenheirn of
3 p.m., Make Room for Dad- 11-11:30
bering town and are almost
a.m.,Plant to Pros- Chicago and Earl Johnson, Chief Marshal safeguards Silver
dy,
Danny decides to become a per. The
driven out by a lynching—their
annual Plant to Pros- also of Chicago. The winner City by quarantining the entire
partner with an old showbusi- per luncheon,
own. (REBROADCAST)
and rally, held af meets Andy Varipapa, 69-year town. In spite of their frigh
THURSDAY, DEC. 15
ness friend, who now sells real the Auditorium
8:30 to 9:00, THE GARLUND
is televised to-i old champion and trick-shot the townspeople side with
estate. Danny Thomas stars. .ay. Principal
8:15 to 9:00 a.m., CAPTAIN TOUCH, starring Charles Quinspeaker is Dr. artist. The , jackpot is worth nearby rancher who deman
3:30 p.m., Here's Hollywood, Andrew
KANGAROO, with Bob Keesh- liven. A badly beaten ••tramp"
his daughter be allowed to reHolt, President of the $60,000. Milton Berle talks
with
Lee Marvin explains why he University
an as the Captain. The Cap- stumbles into a Skid Row return
home. Henry Fonda and
of Tennessee.
all
the
bowlers.
Chick Hearn
gave up the dangerous sport of 3
tain presents an annual Treas- vival mission and also into the
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